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This ﬁnal issue:

W

U

ell, here it is: the ﬁnal issue of
Connect. And what an issue
it is! The biggest ever: 72 pages
of wonderful reﬂections, stories, resources and
provocations. Since I’ve written in pages 6 to 12
about my own learnings from the last 42 years, all I
want to do here is to thank a few people.

First and foremost: thanks to you: the readers, writers,
contributors - and, for many years, the paid subscribers - who
kept this practice journal going. (Some of the original subscribers
are still here - you know who you are.) Thanks to everyone who
has believed in and shared ideas and practices around student
participation - and around student voice and agency as these
emerged as themes.
Special thanks to those around me who supported the
production in practical ways. Though editing and publishing
Connect has been basically a one person operation for much of
the 42 years (I laugh when people refer to the Connect team!),
continued publication would not have been possible without
many individuals and organisations ... including places where
I’ve worked during that time. These were tolerant of me using
work time (while a teacher, consultant, writer, researcher etc) to
chase contributions and put together the bi-monthly issues.
At times, people have stepped up to ensure Connect got
to you: in 1988 when we travelled for a year, the Youth Research
Centre published issues; when my hips needed replacement,
people came round and helped to package up copies and take
them to the post oﬃce. And through most of this time – since
1984 – a huge thanks to Pat for all the emotional and physical
support that ensured I could devote time to keeping the vision
of a reﬂecting, documenting and sharing journal alive.
Where does this work go now? That’s up to you,
collectively and individually. Is there a need for some form of
shared reﬂection and documentation? What might it look like?
Some discussions are happening - see Mitch’s article on p. 5.
What will I do? I’m certainly not stopping being passionate
about these issues. We’ll see what I can and should do (I’ve
hardly ever planned ahead in my life). BTW, there may be a
time when my University of Melbourne e-mail stops working
- hence I’ve listed a couple of other contact avenues below.
Apart from that, and in line with the decision to stop
Connect at an auspicious 42 years, I need only to say:
“So long and thanks for all the ﬁsh!”
Roger Holdsworth

Why has Connect existed?
Connect has been an independent practice journal,
published bimonthly since 1979!
It aimed to:
• document student participation
approaches and initiatives;
• support reflective practices;
• develop and share resources.

Connect:

ABN: 98 174 663 341
Connect has been edited and published by: Roger Holdsworth
12 Brooke Street, Northcote 3070 Victoria Australia
Phone: (03) 9489 9052; Web: www.asprinworld.com/connect

Contact e-mails: r.holdsworth@unimelb.edu.au ;
rogermh44@gmail.com; contact@asprinworld.com
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Partnerships opportunities
in curriculum and pedagogy
On-line: Monday 13-15 December 2021

B

uilding upon the 2019 and 2020 Australian conferences that were
held in Melbourne and on-line, the 2021 on-line symposium will
centre on the practices of “partnership opportunities” in the area of
Children and Students’ Voices.
The symposium provides space Key note presentation:
for academic and practitioner-level “Finding Meaning in
conversations across two focus areas: Involvement”
curriculum and pedagogy. Placing
student voice and agency at the heart Adam Fletcher is the CEO of
of decision-making, the symposium will
be directed by the special interest group
(SIG) convenors from AARE, in partnership
with the student committee.
Active researchers and practitioners
in this ﬁeld will either be presenting,
taking part in a panel or facilitating
discussion groups around the core theme
of this symposium.
The symposium will be of direct
interest to all those actively interested
in ideas about children’s and students’
voices, agency and participation. It will
encourage deep discussion of issues, and
exploration ‘across the lines’ of academics,
school leaders, teachers, students and
young people generally, parents, and
policy-makers.
November 2021

Youth and Educators Succeeding, an
international nonproﬁt working to
engage students and educators together
to transform education. He is also the
author of several books including The
Guide to Student Voice, Student Voice
Revolution, and more than a dozen
other books related to education.
Working around K-12 schools for
more than 20 years, Adam has been
an educator, researcher, and advocate
whose pioneering projects on the topics
of student voice, student engagement
and Meaningful Student Involvement
have aﬀected thousands of schools in
dozens of states and several nations
worldwide. He has keynoted more
than 300 conferences, been published
in several academic journals and

periodicals, and was named a “Healthy
School Hero” by former United States
Surgeon General Dr. David Satcher.
“This key note presentation introduces
and explores my concept of Meaningful
Student Involvement. This concept
leverages the breadth, depth and potential
of student/adult partnerships throughout
education that move every learner from
being a passive recipient of adult-driven
education towards being an equitable
partner in community, education, and
democracy.”
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Presenters, panel members and discussion facilitators include:
Adam Brodie-McKenzie: secondary school teacher
leading student voice initiatives at his school.

Ahelee Rahman: Year 11 student who is passionate about
including students as equal partners in their educational
experience.

Áine O Sullivan: Assistant General Secretary at the
Association of Community and Comprehensive Schools
(ACCS), Ireland.

Angelique Howell: Postdoctoral Research Fellow in the
School of Teacher Education and Leadership at QUT.

Daniel Vo: secondary school student with an interest in
student voice.

Domnal Fleming: Lecturer at the School of Education,
University College, Cork (UCC), Ireland.

Eve Mayes: Senior Lecturer in Pedagogy and Curriculum
and currently Alfred Deakin Postdoctoral Research Fellow
(2020-2021) at Deakin University.

Ger Halbert: critical friend to Student Voice and Learner
Agency project, Ireland.

Ger O Sullivan: Education Oﬃcer with the National
Council for Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA), Ireland.

Jade Frame: secondary school student with a passion for
student voice.

Jenny Wheatcroft: primary school teacher leading
student voice initiatives at her school.

Larissa Raymond: learning leader and co-designer of adult
professional learning at EdPartnerships International.

Lew Zipin: Senior Research Fellow at the University of South
Australia and Extraordinary Professor at Stellenbosch
University, South Africa.

Manaia Chou-Lee: PhD student at Deakin University and

Practical Information:
Costs
• AARE members $10
• Waged $15
• Students/unwaged $5

Registration
Open: 1-30 November

Information and registration
To register and view the full program
– visit the Symposium website:

https://www.aare.edu.au/
events/calendar/childrenand-students-voice-2021symposium/
Questions:
Any questions, please email:
aare@aare.edu.au
Manaia Chou-Lee
Trang Hoang

convenor of the AARE special interest group for children
and student voice.

Marie Brennan: adjunct professor at the University
of South Australia, having previously worked in the
Education Department of Victoria; also Extraordinary
Professor at Stellenbosch University, South Africa.

Mitch Sprague: ﬁrst year undergraduate student with a
passion for student voice.

Roger Holdsworth: failed retiree and retiring editor of
Connect magazine.

Trang Hoang: research fellow at Deakin University and coconvenor of the AARE special interest group for children
and student voice.

VicSRC Student Executive member: part of the team
leading the Victorian Student Representative Council
(VicSRC).

Wren Gillett: second year undergraduate student with a
passion for student voice.
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42 Years: Looking forward

A National Network for Student Voice?

D

uring the 2019 Student Voice, Agency, and Partnerships
International Conference (more aﬀectionately known as
SVCMelbourne), the organising committee realised that there was
no ‘legal entity’ to run this conference. As a group of student voice
enthusiasts from a variety of diﬀerent backgrounds and perspectives,
we eventually turned to Social Education Victoria to be the sponsoring
agency for the ﬁrst conference of the international series to take place
in Australia.
Since then, we have more
recently turned to the Australian
Association for Research in
Education to host the 2020 Inclusivity:
Support and Partnership for the Post
Pandemic Future Conference and
the upcoming 2021 Children and
Students Voice Symposium, to take
place this December. Each of these
conferences and symposia have
been characterised by an alliance
between academics, practitioners,
students and policy makers: ‘across
the divides’.
Over the past few years, some
questions have been raised about the
future of the conferences. These are
questions about how the knowledge
generated is shared post-conference;
who holds the funds left over from past
conferences; and who facilitates the
ongoing connections to ensure the
atmosphere generated does not die out.

A National Body?
To answer these questions and many
more, a similar group of enthusiasts got
together and proposed a national body
whose role it would be to facilitate such
conferences, to share the knowledge
from conferences and symposia - and

November 2021

potentially take other initiatives in
line with these objectives. This would
be a body with a national focus, with
governance
representation
from
diﬀerent systems and jurisdictions,
whose task would initially be to
present these annual conferences.
This body’s responsibilities could also
extend beyond this, to being a source
of resources and a sharing of practice,
to supporting students in various
jurisdictions who want to initiate some
form of local or state-based action.
And so, the idea for an Australian
Council for Student Voice was born.
This is a national body that is still very

much in the formation stage, with
immediate tasks such as development
of the vision and mission, sources of
funding, and ways of operations, all still
open for guidance from you. We do have
a draft website and a relatively small
social media presence, but this is again in
the formation state, with so much yet to
be deﬁned.

What can you do?
If you are interested to be actively (or
passively) involved in the formation
of this body - or just hear about its
development - subscribe to our
email list via our website linked
below.
Secondly, contribute to the
resources of the organisation. As a ﬁrst
project, we’re looking at starting the
bookshelf - a collection of resources
related to student voice, agency
and participation/partnerships that
can be shared amongst a network
of students, educators, leaders,
academics, and others interested.
If you’ve got any resources you’d like to
share, you can send them through to
bookshelf@studentvoice.org.au
Thirdly, we need support from
those with some interest or experience
in governance of a similar community/
membership-based organisation to help
set up this national body. If you think you
could help, or know someone who’d love
to get involved, send us an email at the
contact below.

Interested?
Contact: support@studentvoice.org.au
Website: https://www.studentvoice.org.au/
Mitchell Sprague
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42 Years: Reflection from Connect

“Give me a place to stand
and I’ll move the earth”

Some reﬂections on 42 years of publishing Connect

C

onnect has always worked on a ‘theory of change’ of telling
positive but critical stories, in suﬃcient detail that enables others
to try what you’ve been doing - but, of course, adapt it to diﬀerent
circumstances. Therefore it’s had goals of encouraging reﬂection on
practice, of documenting and sharing that in enough detail to enable
further adoption, and developing and sharing resources to support
this. For the last few years it has formalised those ideas on page 2 of
each issue.

located me ‘outside’ education to others.
This also had important implications
about being able to bridge the ‘inside’
and the ‘outside’.
I don’t think there are absolute
implications from this. But it’s something
that needs to be kept in mind for what
comes next and the legitimacy of ‘having
something to say’.

There are a few ‘importances’ from
the Connect experience - that have
enabled us to get people to take the
issues seriously and to acknowledge the
role of the journal in that, both in terms
of contributing, and also in terms of
‘listening’ to what it shares.

2. The importance of
independence

1. The importance of
where one stands
Archimedes is quoted as saying: “Give me
a place to stand and I’ll move the earth.”
We can reﬂect on this as an indication
of the importance of the positioning of
Connect in supporting or bringing about
change.
(Archimedes was actually talking
about the principle of the lever - and
the metaphor holds: Connect as a lever.
But that also requires acknowledgement
of the importance of the length of the
lever - and we can see this in terms of
longevity: length of time. There may be
other ideas of length of vision that are
important too.)
This can have several implications.
Dana Mitra talked at the Student Voice
Conferences in 2019 and 2020 about the
importance of deciding whether one was
working ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ systems. Being
‘inside’, or working within the system,
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as part of it, is also to be committed
to gradualism, and to largely avoiding
confrontation - or doing that wisely and
carefully; to be ‘outside’ may free one to
be more critical, but it then trades this
oﬀ against potential inﬂuence. I suspect
that the reality is more nuanced, and
that insider/outsider-ship is relative
not absolute; ie one’s position can be
‘inside’ in comparison with some other
positions, but at the same time ‘outside’
to others. There are layers.
But largely, Connect has worked
from ‘inside’ in another sense, in that
I started it as a practising classroom
teacher (so there was the sense of
‘knowing the way things are’) before then
working as an education bureaucrat and
University researcher.
Time however took me ‘outside’, as
systemic changes occurred that I wasn’t
part of or had experienced. And even
at the start, being from an ‘alternative
school’, to some extent located me
‘outside’; and being visibly active in
the union also located me ‘inside’ or
‘outside’, depending on others’ relative
positions. A period of time with YACVic
also provided broader youth sector
perspectives and experiences from
‘inside’ that sector, but also that then

I think that this has been critical to
the longevity of Connect and to its
maintenance of focus.
Connect has, with the exception
of one issue (way back), never had any
institutional funding or other support. It
maintained print publication based on
income from subscriptions, donations
and sales of publications. (The latter were
initially funded personally, and then sold
to recoup costs.) It covered print and
postage costs, as well as more latterly,
web charges and stationery - but never
paid labour costs.
And it is important to recognise
that editing and publishing Connect has
been a one-person operation for its 42
years - though this has been intensely
supported by others, both personally
and organisationally: at least wherever I
worked (the day job) allowed me to do
the work on editing and publishing ... if
it didn’t distract from what I was paid to
do.
Eventually with formal ‘retirement’,
Connect became much more the
bi-monthly centre of my ‘work’ that
connected strongly with various

Connect 250:

consultancies - and often the articles
reﬂected these. They were written by
people (students, teachers, academics)
with whom I worked. Editor and publisher
of Connect became top of the pile in
terms of how I introduced myself.
While this has obvious limitations (it
has had to be a ‘labour of love/passion’),
it also most critically meant that support
could never be withdrawn. That has
freed it to be critical, go out on limbs,
take up ideas that weren’t favoured etc.
It also insulated it against ideas being
the ‘ﬂavour of the time’ and then moving
out of favour, as we saw in several
examples when reliance on political or
organisational structures - being too
much ‘inside’ - saw changes in system
emphasis and direction that caused the
collapse of initiatives.
I suppose this means that Connect
has been an example of reliance on
‘market forces’, but with an ideological
commitment to avoid pandering simply
to what would make money: market
forces ‘for purpose, not proﬁt’.

3. The importance, and
limitation, of
geographical location
Connect has always been speciﬁcally
located in the Australian context. Where
much of the writing and research has
occurred (in the anglophone world) in
the USA or UK, Connect has focused
on what was happening in Australia.
There are substantial diﬀerences in
systems, as well as educational cultures
and understandings. Even the terms
‘involvement’ and ‘participation’ have
diﬀerent histories that colour how
practices are read.
Connect has carried articles about
international practices (eg the ‘pupil
voice’ work in the UK; the Foxﬁre initiatives
in the USA, material from SoundOut,
Derry Hannam’s and Michael Fielding’s
articles etc), and there has recently been
increasing interest in reading Connect,
and contributing to it, from various parts
of the world.
With only one exception that I can
think of, publication has been in English.
(There was one bilingual story about
students and radio production from a
Spanish school.)
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Within that, there is also no
disguising that Connect has been
based in Victoria, and that the cultural
diﬀerences between State education
systems are large and important.
One of the biggest ‘failings’ of
Connect is that its readership and
contributorship remain largely Victorian.
This has ﬂuctuated over the years,
but we’ve struggled to get consistent
input from other states and territories.
Even now, we have few subscribers in
Tasmania, Western Australia, ACT, NT,
and, to a lesser extent, Queensland
and South Australia. And Victoria still
dominates both in subscribers, but also,
more importantly, in the articles about
practices - explained by the physical
contacts that happen day by day (or did
until COVID). Which makes it easier to
dismiss in some areas: “oh, that’s just
Victoria”.
Similarly, practices have most
strongly been represented from state
education systems, with the Catholic
sector providing some examples more
recently, but relatively few stories from
independent schools.
And, perhaps because my teaching
background was in secondary schools,
there was initially a need to speciﬁcally
work on growing contributions from
primary schools. It was Connect 35
in 1985 that was ﬁrst labelled “The
Primary Issue”. This push has been fairly
successful, helped by speciﬁc work from
the late 1980s with networks of primary
school JSCs. But a hole remains, as
Sophie Cartelli pointed out in #249, in
the area of early childhood.
But the particular Australian focus
remains important to me (so Connect
exists alongside and complement
US-based publication eg of the
International Journal of Student Voice),
as does achieving balance across sectors,
jurisdictions and age levels.

4. The importance of the focus
This focus has always been on the
processes of education: curriculum,
pedagogy, governance, relationships.
While it has illustrated this focus through
practices in a wide range of subject
areas, or whole school practices, it has

tried to avoid participation being seen as
more naturally relevant only to one or a
few areas eg humanities or English.
The focus has also been primarily
on participation, with voice and agency
as being more recent additions to the
terminology, and eventually being
conceptualised as ‘preparatory stances’
to the deeper ideas of participation in
decision-making ... or partnerships. When
Connect started, we used the subtitle of
“the newsletter of youth participation in
education projects” and this grew from
experiences (in Brunswick and elsewhere)
with project-based approaches in which
students took responsibility for what came
to be termed ‘real world’ applications
within their learning: teaching others,
publishing, carrying out research,
community development, social action...
‘real roles of value’.
There was initially little discussion of
the terms used. In 1985 (some 5-6 years
after Connect started), we were involved
in writing a paper for the Commonwealth
Schools Commission exploring ideas and
practices around ‘Student Participation
and the Participation and Equity Program’
- and this explicitly tackled terminology
of participation ‘at’, ‘in’ and ‘through’
school (though I think the third of these
didn’t quite nail it). But within a program
context that primarily saw ‘participation’
as ‘turning up’, I think this signiﬁcantly
shifted the discussion.
It was a few years later (1992-1994)
that Roger Hart published the Ladder
of Youth Participation (though drawing
on ideas about citizen participation by
Hannah Arendt in the late 1960s) and
further stimulated ideas and distinctions
- including about what would be seen as
‘non-participation’ (tokenism, decoration
etc).
The terminology of ‘voice’ emerged
in the late 1990s (perhaps the UK work
of Jean Rudduck etc on ‘pupil voice’ was
critical to that); and ‘agency’ (while being
used sociologically for quite a while)
only came into more common usage in
schools and education somewhere in the
early 2000s. I think the work that Connect
published about a sharper deﬁnition of
these terms, and their overlap, in about
2017, remains critically important.
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These are important ideas to
continue to explore and publicise, as
there remain dangers that practices slip
back into muddied thinking.
And some of the continuing
dilemmas about ‘who’ and ‘in what’
remain: the ideas of inclusivity and
authenticity. One of the important issues
of Connect was #148 (August 2004) that
attacked the limited ideas of élitist and
irrelevant practices in school governance
under the name of ‘representation’. It
was clearly the ‘critical’ end of being a
‘critical friend’ to existing practices. It led
to the Connect book ‘Student Councils
and Beyond’ and provides an example
of trying to be supportive, while also
critiquing and challenging.
While Connect started with a clear
focus on classroom practices - or even
‘projects’ (such as cross-age tutoring,
school/community media etc), it quickly
included student participation in school
governance (including student-run
groups or SRCs and JSCs) as a focus,
alongside curriculum and pedagogy.
At one stage it was explicit about a ‘3legged stool’ model, pointing to the coreliance of student organisations, student
representation in school governance, and
classroom curriculum approaches.
I think it has been important to
Connect’s success that it has maintained
those balances but also breadths of foci.

5. The importance of
reﬂective documentation
Connect has consistently argued
for explicit reﬂection within the
documentation
and
sharing.
It’s
sometimes done this through simply
inserting sub-headings, or making
suggestions to contributors etc. But it’s
not always been successful.
Such an orientation towards
reﬂection is contextual. In a context of
inter-school (or inter-system) competition,
the capacity for honest reﬂection is
diminished. That results in articles that
document what happened but do so
uncritically. I have tried to assert that just
telling the story is not enough; and that
just advertising your virtue is dangerous.
I’ve tried to discourage articles that are
principally intended just to make the
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school look good - or avoid making
it appear ‘bad’ but not including the
doubts or the process of struggle.
I’ve also struggled with this as
editor. Sometimes I’ve accepted such
an article where its production has been
important in supporting, applauding
and encouraging good practices within
the school. And maybe that is all that
is possible at that time. Sometimes
(and there have only been a few of
these) articles have been changed or
withdrawn on the direction of school
leadership (or departmental leadership)
because they have been implicitly
critical of what happened - and what
was learnt!
I don’t know what can be done on
this. Connect has tried to be inclusive
about publishing stories - but there
have been some examples that I would
say, both in retrospect but also at the
time, exemplify really limited practice.
But how do we then move those
practices to the next possibilities? It’s
something I grappled with as editor
- and I incorporated some approaches
around that dilemma in the structure
of the audits of student voice, agency
and participation as a scaﬀold to enable
growth of better practices.

6. The importance of
an inclusive approach to
audience
Finally, there is the question of readership.
(In absolute terms, the number of paid
subscribers increased steadily - to about
700 [I think] - at various times in the
1990s and early 2000s; then decreased
to about 400 as subscription prices
had to increase to cover printing and
postage costs; then again increased to
the current level of around 2000 when
Connect went on-line and ceased
printing copies – and hence needing to
charge for subscriptions.
(Some of these subscribers may
receive Connect now and delete it
unopened. If anything else is to emerge,
there is a need to ask subscribers
whether they want to continue, and
institute an ‘opt-in’ step. This is both a
moral step, but also one that tests the
reality of interest.)

All through publication I resisted
(sometimes explicitly) seeing Connect as a
‘student magazine’ or a ‘teacher magazine’
- or even, as some suggested: ‘a magazine
for Students Councils’ - arguing that it was
a journal for ‘people who are interested’
in these ideas and practices. I recognise
that the mailing list is mainly adults (at
least partly because the role of ‘student’ is
ephemeral; and that access to student email addresses is more constrained). I also
recognise that there are some articles that
will be of greater interest to adults than
to students (perhaps because teachers
are more used to reading slabs of text?);
and that some articles will be of more
interest to students. But it does inﬂuence
the language (simple, direct) and layout
(graphical where possible).
I think we’ve been fairly successful in
getting student contributions (alongside
teachers’) about practices, either in their
own right (write) or as part of a longer
teacher or school authored article.
If we are to maintain a focus on
student participation, I think it’s important
to take the contributions and interests of
all readers seriously. That breadth remains
important to me.
At one stage I also defended a rough
layout style of Connect (particularly
when I was learning how to publish it)
as being about accessibility: it conveyed
a sense of being ‘unﬁnished’ in order to
encourage reﬂection, to avoid sending
a message to contributors that they had
to wait on writing a polished ‘product’.
They could share unﬁnished practice,
including errors and uncertainties. I still
see some merit in that, though as I’ve
become more conﬁdent (and hopefully
more competent - though still nowhere
near being a graphic designer!) and as
the tools became more accessible to and
used by more people, perhaps that is less
of an issue (or excuse).
Hopefully I’ve learnt other things
about education, publishing, reﬂection,
working with people and so on. Perhaps
these are less visible to me as they’ve
become more ingrained.
It’s been an important, entertaining,
learning and passionate experience.
Roger Holdsworth

Connect 250:

Are we there yet?

I

was going to stop my reminiscent remarks at the end of the
previous page, but then thought that, having asked the questions:
‘What has changed?’ and ‘Where are we going?’, I needed to give
some responses myself. So here are a few more broad comments and
unwarranted generalisations.
Gains
I get the sense that, over the past 42
(or so) years, discussion, practices
and policies around student
voice, agency and participation
have become both more broadly
considered and enacted and, to
some extent, understood more
deeply.
Some of that is represented
through
the
literature
and
understanding of ideas, but it’s also
reﬂected in system commitments
and school-level practices. Thinking
back, as a young teacher I was
energised by powerful statements
in the past: the international
critiques of schooling by people
like Holt, Kozol and others; the call
to educational struggle in the work
of Paolo Freire in Pedagogy of the
Oppressed. Some particular writing
that inﬂuenced me is, I still think,
receiving lesser recognition such as
the writing of Professor Art Pearl in
books like The Atrocity of Education
and, most importantly, The Value of
Youth.
Systems were starting to
respond in supportive ways. Locally,
as Marie Brennan points out in this
issue of Connect (pages 45-46), there
were important Ministerial Papers
in Victoria; South Australia led the
way in having an early Student
Participation Policy in the 1980s;
Garth Boomer challenged us (and
should continue to challenge us)
with Negotiating the Curriculum;
Stephen Kemmis, Peter Cole and
Dahle Suggett wrote Towards
the Socially-Critical School (and
their ideas have similar echoes
in Gert Biesta’s recent work). At
various stages there have been
commitments built into policies and
practices - such as the accredited
STC Course in Victoria (1976-1988).
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But we also seem to be currently
living in a time of system recognition
of and support for student voice and
agency both locally and also elsewhere
around the world (eg OECD documents
on agency, Finnish curriculum
movements and so on). These are
perhaps much more extensive than
they have been in the past, with greater
recognition of the central role of
students’ active empowerment.
Many grounded practices have
also proliferated - and there is now
much greater diversity of initiatives
documented in Connect than those
that ﬁlled the initial pages in the late
1970s and early 1980s - though equally,
some of those examples seem to have
vanished.
Many
more
schools
are
building student voice, agency
and participation into their school
improvement plans (but also grappling
with what these ideas mean - perhaps
they are responding to policy mandates
and seeking ways to make these
‘real’). Elected student representatives
have returned to School Councils in
government secondary schools in
Victoria. After a struggle for many
years, we have an authentic student-

led representative body of students
in Victoria (VicSRC) to sit alongside
parents, teachers and others. Student
participation has moved into areas
previously regarded as not possible
such as collaborative studentteacher Professional Development
(Teach the Teacher) and also into
selection of staﬀ.
However, as we’ll note below,
there remain deﬁnite limitations
and qualiﬁcations to this ‘rosy
picture’, with substantial losses and
challenges.
While there have been
examples of changed classrooms,
particularly with some of the Inquiry
approaches in junior classes, the
dominant teaching and learning
approach (when it comes down
to the ‘important’ end of schools)
has probably changed little from
the passive transmission mode
envisaged by Jean-Marc Côté in the
1900 cartoon (below) that predicted
the school room in 2000.

Losses
(I should start by saying that I might
upset some people here by speaking
bluntly about my own observations.)
First, I think that the development
of the broader terminologies of
‘voice’, ‘agency’ and ‘partnerships/
participation’ has created some
tension and has enabled some
practices to be minimal and
tokenistic. While ‘student voice’ has
become the shorthand for a variety
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of approaches and orientations, it
has also encouraged regression to
the most simple ideas, that create
the least change.
The domination of this area by
the idea and language of ‘voice’ has
enabled many schools and systems
to focus only on students’ advocacy students putting forward their ideas
and views - in a way that creates little
or no shift to power relationships or
to practices. It is so easy to say we’re
listening to or amplifying student
voices - or to focus on ‘improving’
students’ voices - while ignoring
them in reality - or ignoring some
voices. I’ve argued recently that we
need to move away from a focus on
building students’ voices, to a focus
on listening and acting in response
to what we’re hearing.
Voice is important - but
deﬁnitely not enough. The
language and the ideas behind
this have meant that practices
have ‘softened’.
I still hold strongly to the
language and ideas of participation,
where there’s a long scholarship of
debate and understanding, from at
least Roger Hart’s work in the early
1990s (though with a lineage back
into the 1960s, and to our writing
about Student Participation and the
Participation and Equity Program
in 1985). With parent organisations
in the 1980s, we also rejected the
tokenism implied by ‘involvement’
and built a strong understanding
that participation in decisionmaking - now more often referred
to as partnerships - was important.
Secondly, much of the work
around agency has become
essentially individualised - it’s
become about an individual student’s
choice in their own personal learning.
This is fraught with danger. This
is an emerging area for discussion:
debates around rights and agency
in a COVID world has taught us the
diﬀerence between individualised or
sovereign notions and collective or
ecological views.
There are also still large debates
about the same issues we’ve raised
over the years, and these have
not progressed much in practice:
the question of who (the critique
of the restriction of voice and
participation to already relatively
10

empowered students); the question
of how (especially attitudes that
see some students’ expressions as
‘noise’ and hence ignorable); and also
the what (what is open to change:
the untouchable nature of a set
curriculum). There continue to be
limited notions that voice is ‘simply’
verbal expression rather than, for
example, seeing behaviour as a form
of ‘voice’ (though there’s been some
movement on this).
Beyond these critiques, I’m
concerned that the notion that
students can and should be doing
real, authentic things in schools,
from which they learn, continues to
be marginalised. Connect has tried
to publicise approaches that are
centred on such education: Student
Action Teams, Public Achievement,
Problems That Matter. However,
increased aversion to risk taking has
meant that these approaches are now
more likely to be constrained within
school walls, and hence ‘controllable’
rather than in broader community
and dealing with issues of wider
importance to young people.
The initial attention to curriculum
and pedagogy that excited me - that
provided students with real roles of
value - has often been sidelined. There
is now much less documentation of
approaches in which students teach
others (cross-age tutoring), produce
public or community media (print,
radio, video, on-line), conduct research,
develop community resources, enact
community-based changes as part
of their curriculum. Look back at the
early issue of Connect to see many
examples of such approaches. Perhaps
they are now so commonplace that
participants don’t think to document
them.
Another substantial loss grows
from this: a retreat from the discussion
of ways to provide students with formal
credit for the learning that takes place
through such initiatives. This initially
developed around ways to recognise
the roles that students had on school
and other decision-making bodies in
order both to provide them with the
time they needed, and also to credit
the learning that was happening. If
students are learning from the real
things they are doing - in school and
outside - there needs to be a continued
discussion of ways that can happen.

Challenges
We’re faced with a substantial divide.
There are some schools and teachers
that get it: perhaps more than there
have been. But many don’t and don’t
want to; are we content with ‘preaching
to the choir’ or being in our ‘bubble’?
There’s been an increased
tendency to ‘opt out’ from ‘mainstream’
education in the face of intransigent
and resistant systems, and create
alternatives (and yes, I’ve been
part of that), including individual
home-schooling But we need to
see approaches around student
participation not as alternatives,
but as initial steps - trials if you will
- for whole of education change.
We argued this with the STC Group
Course Design in about 1980 - that it
wasn’t an alternative, but a prototype
for education for all. Can we justify
‘alternatives’ if they don’t plan to be a
laboratory for change for everyone?
Finally, the biggest challenge
is about the continued relevance of
schools and education. In a time of
existential climate crisis - and of crises
around democracy - we need to seek
ways to make schools relevant to the
needs, dreams and aspirations of
young people - in ways that go beyond
instrumental and individualised ends
that focus simply on better scores,
entry to courses, and better paying
jobs.
Schools need to have relevance
in the creation of a just and sustainable
society, so that, ideally, students don’t
feel the need to walk out to protest
over issues that matter - because
schools are essential to enabling them
to act for change.
That means that we need to renegotiate a new social contract with
young people around the relevance of
education ... and do that every day.
This is brought to you by the
number 42 and the letter ‘P’: such an
education needs to be participatory,
but also purposeful (ie seen by
students as being ‘full of purpose’) and
productive (ie producing something,
including change, of value).
And that’s my look backwards
and, to the extent that any of us can, a
look forwards.
Roger Holdsworth
Connect 250:

42 Years: From the archives ...
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Fortitude Valley State Secondary College, Qld

Co-designing urban
vertical schools

W

hat does it take to design a school that is inclusive and
innovative? What happens when this school happens to be
in the middle of downtown city highrises? With increasing student
numbers, urbanisation, shortage of land and millions of dollars of
school infrastructure costs planned in the next few years, these are
urgent questions facing educators and designers in every Australian
state.
Pioneering students in three
schools have been invited to share their
experiences with the designers, school
leaders and researchers in a co-designed
research project: Fortitude Valley State
Secondary College (FVSSC) in Brisbane,
along with Prahran High School (PHS) in
Melbourne and Adelaide Botanic High
School (ABHS) in Adelaide. In mid-2021,
the ‘Impact of urban vertical schools
on students’ capability and wellbeing’
project received $363,854 in Australian
Research Council funding and more than
$1,170,766 in cash and in-kind partner
contributions.
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The collaborative partnership
between stakeholders established as
part of this project enables student
participation to move beyond
consultation and ensure that students
are included as equal and valued
contributors to creating the schooling
environment they want, right from the
start.
Nathan Chisholm, Principal of
Prahran High aﬃrms that “students are
at the heart of every decision we make.
These schools are places of learning for
them, so it’s right and necessary that
their voices be sought and heard”.

“Urban vertical schools
are new types of schools in
Australia. So it is important
to create evidence-based
Australian precedents
to guide designers and
educators by working in
partnership with students.
“This project will create some
knowledge-sharing processes
that draw on experiences of
pioneers to understand what
these spaces mean for student
capability and wellbeing.
In doing so, we seek to
extend ways of thinking,
collaborating and working
with students now and into
the future.”

Students are often not invited
to have a seat at the table in working
directly with adults from industries whose
work directly contributes to their school
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experiences, and this needs to change. It is essential
to ensure that students can work directly with those
in or connected to their school environments that
have the power and inﬂuence to instigate positive
change and make authentic and genuine student
partnerships come to life.
The partnership is built on a commitment
to shared values and ways of working (see ﬁgure
right).
Co-design is also part of the DNA of these
schools. This project originated through the indepth conversations around design with the
Fortitude Valley State Secondary College (FVSSC)
foundation principal Sharon Barker and architects
to design a school from the ground up that would
beneﬁt students and their learning with inclusive
and innovative educational vision.
Students in these schools engage in authentic
community collaborations as part of the vision to transform
education from the ground up. As foundation principal Sharon
Barker says, “Building connections to community through
genuine student agency empowers individuals to apply their
learning in meaningful, purposeful and authentic ways”. She
hopes that engaging in this project with its focus on knowledge
sharing “will lead to long-term change in pedagogical practice
in schools”.

Collaborative Pedagogy
Students at FVSSC have already been working collaboratively
with
•
architects and builders on the physical design of their
school environment. You can see a video showing
students consulting with architects on furniture at:
https://www.bfx.com.au/case-study/fortitude-valleystate-secondary-college/ ;
•
furniture designers on prototyping innovative furniture;
•
fashion designers to create their uniforms;
•
their educators on co-designing their curriculum; and
•
QUT academics to support evidence-based inclusive
pedagogies.
Core to teacher practice at FVSSC is collaboration with
students. Teachers and Heads of Department create innovative
course work frameworks and then share these with students
for feedback prior to and during implementation. FVSSC Heads
of Department refer to the following curriculum co-design
steps (below):
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Shared values and ways of working

Through the practical exploration of learning experiences
and tasks, students are very much at the centre of this
curriculum co-design process. As a Head of Department
from FVSSC described: “It’s that real-world, future-focused
stuﬀ that we’re trying to get. We’re trying to, you know, provide
opportunities for our kids to do, and it’s happening...”
Student ownership over their own learning is also
reﬂected in the FVSSC Student Led Conferences. Instead of
parent-teacher night, FVSSC students share their learning with
their parents/carers and two teachers via school based digital
presentations. The image below showcases how many FVSSC
students enjoy this process of documenting and sharing their
learning journey.

Connect 250:

Students have also co-designed
physical and digital prototypes for a
real-world client. Students engaged in
physical and digital design processes
using recycled objects and digital
technologies (right, top).
Their design process work and
prototypes were then showcased
live on the Data Wall at QUT before
being created at scale (right, centre
and bottom).
Student feedback to staﬀ on
these collaborative engagement
pedagogies has been positive, in
particular in sparking excitement and
curiosity about possibilities for further
partnership.

Inclusion
Inclusion is another key priority for
the project. Too often projects about
student voice do not prioritise the
voices of students who do not ﬁnd
school an easy ﬁt and buildings are
not designed for inclusion from the
outset. Instead, accommodations
for students often require expensive
retroﬁtting.
Student voices can, and should,
already inform school design. For
example, students want to learn in
school spaces that are not cramped,
have fresh air and connection to nature:
https://research.qut.edu.au/
c4ie/2019/06/17/students-at-thecentre-of-designing-school-spacesfor-wellbeing-and-learning/.
This
was a challenge in urban vertical
design that was met and addressed
by the designers of these schools: Cox
Architects, ThomsonAdsett, Gray
Puksand Architects, BFX Furniture
and Hutchinson Builders.
Each school makes creative
use of light, glass, indoor gardens,
atriums, wood features and colourful,
comfortable furnishings. Yet many
students share how too much light,
crowds and noise in schools can also
generate visual and sensory overload.
These are just some of the ways that
school design intersects with student
experience.
Students will be creating digital
stories to share how school spaces
aﬀect their capability and wellbeing.
These stories will importantly provide
a case study to guide future education,
design and infrastructure decisions
that place the student experience at
the centre.
November 2021

Partnership
This unique and innovative
partnership has the potential to
extend theorisation and practice
relating to fostering environments
that support and enable student
agency and participation. We
look forward to being part of the
growth of new directions for student
participation now and into the
future.
We gratefully recognise and
appreciate the contributions to date
(and moving forward) of our project
partners
(listed
alphabetically:
Adelaide Botanic High, the
Australian Secondary Principals’
Association, BFX Furniture, Cox
Architecture, Fortitude Valley State
Secondary College, Gray Puksand,
Hutchinson Builders, Prahran High
School, QUT, SBS, Simon Fraser
University, Sound Oﬀ for Schools,
and ThomsonAdsett.
The academic project team
consists of Associate Professor Jill
Willis, Professor Jill Franz, Associate
Professor Jenna Gillett-Swan, Dr
Nick Kelly, Dr Prue Miles, Dr Andrew
Gibson, Associate Professor Stuart
Poyntz and Dr Kylie Boltin.
And, of course, we acknowledge
the importance of the students at
Fortitude Valley State Secondary
College, Prahran High School and
Adelaide Botanic High School.
To ﬁnd out more about
the project as it progresses, visit:
ht t p s : / / re s e a rc h . q u t . e d u. a u /
c4ie/2021/08/17/schools-goingvertical-and-students-going-well/
(Video produced by furniture company
BFX)
This research is supported by the
Australian Government through the
Australian Research Council’s Linkage
Projects funding scheme (project
LP200301274). The views expressed
herein are those of the authors and are
not necessarily those of the Australian
Government or Australian Research
Council.

A/Prof Jenna Gillett-Swan
A/Prof Jill Willis
Dr Prue Miles
Centre for Inclusive Education (C4IE)
Queensland University of
Technology
jenna.gillettswan@qut.edu.au
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Port Phillip Specialist School, Vic

“Showing and telling”:

A short reﬂection on using dramatherapy to support
opportunities for student voice and agency in special education

T

he current emphasis in education and wider contexts on young
people’s voice and agency (Jones 2009; Jones and Elmer 2019)
presents unique challenges in special education (Musicka-Williams,
2020a).
Opportunities aﬀorded to enable
the input of young people can be either
inaccessible or irrelevant to those with
intellectual/developmental disabilities,
who have their own diverse and unique
ways of representing themselves, personal
agency and capacity for new ideas.
Dramatherapy and the dramatic art form
more generally, may oﬀer staﬀ and young
people in the special educational context
a much needed bridging space that shifts
away from an over-reliance on cognitive
and verbal capacities.
Dramatherapy can be deﬁned as an
experiential and playful form of therapy
that utilises dramatic and related arts to
therapeutic eﬀect. It is a distinct approach
to therapy that oﬀers an accessible and
creative pathway for people to direct
ownership over their own experiences
and ideas. As a creative and relationally
based approach to therapeutic encounter,
it is “unlike more traditional therapies
that take a more cerebral approach”
(Crimmens, 2006). Dramatherapy is
multimodal (Porter, 2017), and so too
is our human expression of life. There
is potentially nowhere more needy of
recognising that than a therapeutic space,
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which aims to cater to diﬀerent ways
of experiencing and expressing life’s
diverse opportunities and challenges.
I have had the privilege of working
as a Dramatherapist in special education
for seventeen years. I can think of nowhere
that has taught me more about the
diversity of human expression that exists
and should be celebrated than within
the special educational communities of
which I have been a part.
During that time, the young people
I have worked alongside have taught
me a thing or two: about diversity, selfexpression, creativity, leadership and,
above all, about doing things your own
way. Together we have explored in their
words (and actions) the importance of
“showing rather than telling”, how the
truth is, “[often] easier to show rather
than to tell” and “that when someone acts
something out or shows you something,
they are trying to tell you something”
(Musicka-Williams, 2020a). You could say
that they have attuned me well to the
idea of multimodal forms of expression
and deep listening via an engagement
with all my senses and embodied being.

Oﬀ the back of challenging COVID
times, the current mental health act
revision in education is inviting space
for Creative Arts Therapists to engage
with young people in school settings.
As a long term Dramatherapist in
special education, I perceive the
greatest beneﬁt being the opportunity
for young people in special education
to collaborate with professionals who
can recognise and converse with
them in their own uniquely creative
and embodied language/s. As we
all tentatively attempt a return to so
called ‘normal life,’ we as education
staﬀ are invited more than ever to
reﬂect on two very pressing questions
that will inform the kinds of inclusive
spaces and practices we rebuild in the
educational space.
1. How will we continue to
support the voice and agency
of all young people in ways
that respect and honour the
diversity that exists in our
communities?
2. How will we demonstrate
deep, multimodal listening
to the current experiences,
challenges and concerns of our
young communities in ways
that support a positive sense of
self and overall well-being?

Connect 250:

All innovation is built upon both creativity and
action. Therefore, in acknowledging the unique ways
in which our young people engage with and shape the
world, why not oﬀer those very tools as starting points in
ways that include everyone in creative conversations that
explore what is possible and where we go to from here.
Dr. Amanda Musicka-Williams
Port Phillip Specialist School
Creative Arts and Music Therapies,
University of Melbourne
amanda.musicka-williams@education.vic.gov.au
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Expression of Interest:

Community of Practice:
Student Voice and Agency in the Early Years

A

s we farewell Connect, we reﬂect on the
amazing people who have been drivers in the
area of student voice and agency in both upper
years primary and secondary school settings. The
journey is not over and, as we continue to learn,
we need you, your expertise and your passion
for giving all students a voice.
Whilst there is amazing work happening within the
upper years of primary school, the groundwork for students’
voices and agency need to be laid at an earlier stage. With
this in mind, this is a call-out for any teachers who would
November 2021

like to join a Community of Practice with a focus of
student voice and agency in the early years (prep – 2).
I am working on an action research project and would
love to consult with educators who are keen to share their
knowledge, thoughts, experiences and want to come on
this journey as we tap into an area of great need.
Expressions of interest can be sent directly to me at the
address below. I look forward to connecting!
Sophie Cartelli
Rosanna Primary School, Victoria
sophie.cartelli@education.vic.gov.au
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TESSA Inc, Vic

Inclusion of all students

B

ehaviour is a form of communication. When we say we are listening
to children and young people, we sometimes think about their
‘voice’ in limited ways. And that means we are hearing only some of
what is being conveyed. When we see behaviour that challenges us, do
we listen, or do we simply react to implement rules and consequences?
Are we listening with a ‘third ear’ to hear the real messages?
The Therapeutic Engagement
Support
Services
Association
Incorporated (TESSA Inc) is a registered
charity that supports children and young
people who display challenging and
violent behaviours. Our CODE or Values
are: Be strong, Be calm, Be Kind, Try hard
and this guides all our endeavours.
A student’s voice cannot be heard
if they are continually sent out of the
classroom, regularly suspended and
passed on from school to school until
they give up and leave, often underage.
TESSA Inc operates various programs to provide students with the skills
and approaches that empower them to
make choices for themselves. We do not
do things to children; rather we enable
young people to be active agents of their
learning and development, often when
all other approaches a school or agency
has tried have failed. We give them the
tools to build their self-awareness based
upon their strengths (rather than their
perceived defects, labelled by others).
For example, the MAT Life Skills
Program uses an evidence-based
approach and collaborative planning,
delivery and reporting phases, with the
student, school, community agency or
family. Active group sessions combining
martial arts therapy (non-combative) and
stories of lived experiences enable the
learning of life skills to better manage
challenges (social, emotional and
behavioural). The Engagement Support
Oﬃcer (ESO) Program, based upon
research (Trauma, Attachment, Cognitive
Behaviours, Dreikurs Goal theories),
supports vulnerable individuals who may
be, or are currently, at risk to themselves or
others. The Engagement Support Oﬃcer
Placement (ESOP) Program involves
collaboration with tertiary institutes
to enable their students (Youth Work,
Community Development, Social Work)
to support school children, and to meet
course requirements.
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Programs are also aligned to
the Victorian Curriculum’s Personal
and Social Capabilities, supporting
the development of children and
young people in: Self-Awareness, SelfManagement, Social Awareness and
Social Management.

Outcomes
So, what are the outcomes and do
they make an immediate and lasting
diﬀerence?
TESSA Inc has commissioned
research into outcomes of individual
situations and overall program
evaluation. Responses have included:
‘It is helping me out at school and
at home. This one (program) is
diﬀerent: it is more hands on and
chill axed. Others in the past have
been more like: you do this. This
one is like: you can do this. I am
a lot more calm and don’t react
straight away. I learnt to respect
everyone and don’t let your
anger take over.’ Campbell, Year 9
Mooroolbark College student
‘I have been working with a
particular pupil in the classroom
.... In the 3-4 weeks we have been
working together, he has gone
from not engaging in classwork
discussion to participating
80-85% of the time, making
better choices, communicating
his emotions and now his
behaviour
has
improved
when he is not overwhelmed.’
ESOP tertiary student
Within these programs, the
students themselves have moved from
being participants to being leaders.
The leadership that students already
exhibit is vital in this. Leadership that
encourages negative behaviour can be
re-directed to leadership that models
positive behaviour.

For example, VCAL students have
become peer educators, as leaders of
positive inﬂuence to younger students.
Daniela Laycock, now aged in her early
30s, was a guest presenter to the 2020
TESSA Inc Annual General Meeting. As
a secondary student Dani was asked to
leave two high schools. She participated
in the MAT Life Skills Program in Year 9
at Croydon Community School. She
described this as enabling her to be
physically active, develop self-conﬁdence,
giving strategies to ground her in the
moment and igniting her passion for
martial arts.
Dani progressed from participant to
trainee to leader as a Life Skills Instructor.
She recalled a signiﬁcant impact for a
primary aged student who was previously
silent but began communicating for
himself. Dani declared ‘my experience
with the MAT Program was life changing;
it saved my life and ripped me out of a
black hole’.

Learnings
So, what are the learnings for inclusion of
all students?
•
As educators, reﬂect upon the
‘for whom’, and ‘why’ about your
approach to student development
and learning - and then how it is
making a diﬀerence. Identify how
this could be more inclusive.
•
See and value each student as an
individual. Believe in them and
show them their strengths.
•
See behaviour as a form of
communication and listen deeply
to hear their message.
•
Give students skills and alternative
ways to meet their challenges.
•
Build their self-esteem, conﬁdence,
resilience and self-belief.
•
Restore their hope for a positive
future. Show them a pathway.
•
Inspire them to recognise and
redirect their leadership capabilities
for positive beneﬁts to their peers.
•
Celebrate
their
progressive
achievements.
Victoria Triggs
Chief Executive Oﬃcer (voluntary)
Therapeutic Engagement Support
Services Association Inc.
triggs.v@tessainc.org.au
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Kids in Action, International

Kids in Action on COVID-19:
listening to the real experts
T

he COVID-19 pandemic showed us the importance of listening
to children and young people and inviting them to be part of
decisions that aﬀect them, to prevent and diminish the impact that
disasters (eg pandemics, bushﬁre, drought) can have on their mental
health, education and overall wellbeing.
Kids in Action (http://www.
icphr.org/kids-in-action.html) is an
international network of researchers who
use participatory research to collaborate
with children and young people to
incorporate their views and ideas into
studies about how to protect and
improve their own health and wellbeing.
Unfortunately, restriction and physical
distancing measures made it more
diﬃcult for researchers, practitioners and
policy makers to meet in person with
children and young people.
Because of this, we developed Kids in
Action on COVID-19 (http://go.unimelb.
edu.au/v2ei), a project that gathered
adult and young researchers to provide a
platform for children and young people’s
ideas to promote best outcomes during
and after the COVID-19 restrictions.
In Melbourne, Victoria, our team
at the University of Melbourne carried
out a study with 14 young researchers
who were preparing in Year 11 when
the COVID-19 pandemic hit in 2020.
Over Zoom meetings, we had the
privilege of listening to their stories of
overcoming the obstacles presented by
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the pandemic, and their ideas on how
to listen to children of diﬀerent ages
across Australia. In collaboration with
the ABC’s Behind the News TV show,
this group of young researchers helped
us develop questions for the Happiness
Survey 2020 about how the COVID-19
pandemic aﬀected children’s physical
and mental health, relationships with
their family and friends, and their
schoolwork.
What did we learn from children
and young people during the Kids in
Action on COVID-19 study?
Our conversations with young
researchers and the results of the
Happiness Survey 2020 (https://www.
abc.net.au/btn/classroom/happinesssurvey-2020/12900618) showed that
children and young people of all ages have
faced important challenges during the
COVID-19 pandemic, but have also been
resilient and helped others. We learned
that many young people have developed
strategies to take care of themselves by
keeping healthy habits in relation to sleep,
nutrition and exercise, while navigating
the challenges of online learning.

Children and young people have
also helped their families at home and
supported their friends online. They are
also highly aware that not all children and
young people have the same privileges
and that many need additional support
to deal with the impact that the COVID-19
pandemic has had on their lives, families
and education.

What next?
We are preparing a scientiﬁc article about
our ﬁndings (we’re thrilled that some of
our young researchers have been able
to participate even while they are now
preparing for graduation!). We also want
to continue listening to children and
young people’s opinions on topics like
COVID-19 and Climate Change.
If you want more information
about what participatory research with
children and young people is, or would
like to receive news about opportunities
to become a young researcher with us,
please contact us at the e-mail below.
Dr Katitza Marinkovic Chavez
Research Fellow
Child & Community Wellbeing Unit,
Centre for Health Equity, Melbourne
School of Population and Global Health,
The University of Melbourne
katitza.marinkovic@unimelb.edu.au
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North Coast, NSW

2021 North Coast Regional
Student Representative Council
Conference

B

allina Coast High School was the proud host of the 2021
Conference of the North Coast Regional Student Representative
Council on the 21st of June, with the accompanying theme of
Student Voice = Student Wellbeing.
Student Wellbeing is high on the
needs of most schools in these days of
COVID-19 uncertainty and SRC convener
and Ballina Coast High School’s SRC
Coordinator, Andrew Playford, was not
surprised to see a healthy roll up of North
Coast High Schools for the day.

Acknowledgement of Country
In keeping with Ballina Coast High
School’s commitment to Aboriginal issues
and support of Indigenous Language,
the Welcome to Country was eloquently
conducted in Bundjalung Language by
Koori students, Demi-Lee Arnell and
Alleira James.

Director’s Address and
Oﬃcial Opening
This was followed by a very supportive
Director of Education’s address by DET
Director, Mr Peter Campbell and the
equally illuminating Opening Address by
Ballina Coast High School Principal, Mrs
Janeen Silcock. Both were emphatic that
in these trying times Student Wellbeing
is of paramount importance and that
everything that can be done to assist
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wellbeing for everyone, should be
done.

Keynote Speaker
The indomitable
Mandy Nolan
Students were most
fortunate to have
well-known Far North
Coast
entertainer,
Mandy Nolan as the
Keynote
Speaker.
Mandy
regaled
students with humorous stories of both
her own school days and escapades, as
well as that of her own children coping
with a mother who is a comedian (and
yes, she tells Mum jokes).
She also delved into the trauma that
she had experienced herself from living
with an abusive father, but was clear in
her belief that life goes on, and that with
appropriate help one can rise above a
dysfunctional home life and have your
very own triumphs and celebrations.
Mandy emphasised that using her
voice has resulted in a successful career.

Her voice includes the written, the visual
and the vocal. Mandy encouraged all
participants to use their voice for change.

Workshops
DOVES
The focus on Student Wellbeing was
promoted through several workshops
topped oﬀ by a truly excellent presentation
of the DOVES (Department of Student
Voices in Education) initiative by Jadzia
Wolﬀ, the Kingscliﬀ High School Captain.
The presentation by Jadzia highlighted
the many aspects of the Department of
Education that seek input from students.

Jadzia Wolﬀ:
a highly professional presenter in every way
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The DOVES initiative is a powerful new
program designed to give students a strong
representative voice in the future of education.
Students from across NSW can link up and be
involved in this impressive new development,
with DOVES oﬀering a chance for all students
to contribute to the future of education.

Laughter is the Best Medicine
The Laughter Therapy workshop conducted
by Dr Meredith Yardley was also highly
subscribed to and oﬀered students simple
rewarding strategies and real opportunities
to regain conﬁdence, resilience and joy. It was
also a great chance to mingle (as much as
COVID-19 restrictions allowed at the time, and
more than was allowed just a few weeks later
as we descended into lockdown again).
The masked ‘movers and shakers’ of Ballina Coast High School SRC

School Tour
All students were taken on a tour of the new
Ballina Coast High School’s 21st Century
facilities by the BCHS SRC team. This was
a highly rewarding experience for most of
the students who attended and served to
strengthen the pride of the Ballina Coast
students in their new school.
The new open spacious education/
teaching areas, the Marine Science facility and
the gym facilities were all a big hit.

Kingscliﬀ HS SRC collective

Of course, the wonderful morning tea
and lunch were both prepared on-site by the
TAS Department with support of Interact and
served by the talented Hospitality students of
Ballina Coast High School.

School Presentations
Each school’s SRC also presented the programs
that they had run over the last year. The
presentations also included goals and visions
for the future as well as enabling the Student
Voice to be heard by a larger group.
November 2021

Nimbin Central School – Celebrating Success through Diversity
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Individual schools delivered a wide range
of programs that they had developed and
implemented. From Rock Concerts to Student
Vision activities, there was an impressive range
of initiatives undertaken.
Of note, was the DOVES program being
implemented by Kingscliﬀ HS, Jadzia Wolﬀ
representing her school and the region as a
whole at state level. Hence, Kingscliﬀ HS has
been making great strides in working towards
the expansion of the student voice in the
future of education, which dovetailed very
appropriately with the day’s theme of ‘Student
Vision = Student Wellbeing’.
At Alstonville HS, the SRC representatives
were excited to deliver news of their in-house
rock concert, with several of their own school
bands and performers entertaining an excited
crowd of students.
Overall, all of the Student Representative
Councils have undoubtedly been working hard
to involve all their fellow students in positive
and inspiring programs within their respective
school communities.

Entertainment
Talented Year 10 Ballina Coast High musician,
Josh Davis, provided the entertainment, even
performing some of his own songs, with
backup by fellow student Riley Webster.
The day, which all agreed had been a
resounding success, ended all too quickly, with
some schools having quite lengthy trips back
to their schools, to able to catch their busses
home.

2022 SRC Conference
Banora Point High School happily agreed to
take up the baton for the 2022 North Coast
Regional SRC Conference and this has now
been conﬁrmed.

Thank yous (ewes)
Many thanks and much appreciation go to all
schools and students who attended and the
SRC movement in general.
Thanks also, for the eﬀorts of TAS Head
Teacher, Ms Susan Tulloch as well as the whole
school staﬀ and the hospitality students for
their excellent eﬀorts.
The BCHS SRC team deserve a special
mention for the time, work and commitment
they showed in both the work leading up to
the event and their sterling eﬀorts on the day.
The Ballina Coast High School sincerely
thank Roger Holdsworth for the outstanding
contribution to Student Voice over many years.
We wish him all the best for the future.
Andrew Playford
Ballina Coast HS SRC Support
ian.playford@det.nsw.edu.au
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From left:
Riley Webster
and Josh Davis
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Brisbane Catholic Education Student Voice, Qld

Festival of Ideas 2021
T

he Festival of Ideas is an event organised through the Student
Voice Initiative at Brisbane Catholic Education (BCE). It is
presented by students, for students. This event gives students the
opportunity to:
•
•

•

identify issues that impact on their
educational experience,
develop solutions to address the
issues and improve BCE’s community
of schools, and
share these issues and solutions
with members of BCE’s executive
leadership team.

BCE Student Vote
Following the online event, the Student
Voice Team - Action Cafe Facilitators
identiﬁed the main themes and solutions
from the Action Cafe discussions and
developed video pitches. These pitches
were sent to all BCE high school students
who were given the opportunity to vote
on the Student Voice Priority for the
Student Voice Team 2022.

Festival of Ideas 2021:
Connect and Engage
2021 saw the Festival of Ideas take a
diﬀerent path. Due to the uncertainty
of COVID lockdowns, it was decided to
move to an online event this year on 3
September. The Student Voice Team
worked hard to prepare for the ﬁrst of its
kind online Student Voice Event.
All BCE secondary school students
from Years 7 to 12 were invited to
participate. Over 60 student delegates
from BCE secondary schools attended
the festival. There were delegates from
14 BCE secondary schools in addition to
the BCE Student Voice Team.

and Engage’ in meaningful discussions
with the Student Voice Consultants
and other BCE student delegates about
six topics that were previously identiﬁed
by students.

What happened?
Delegates who registered to attend the
event received information from the
Student Voice Team via the Festival
of Ideas Team Site. The Student Voice
Consultants used the Team Site to meet
delegates and prime them prior to the
event so they were prepared to ‘Connect

These six topics were:
•

Bullying

•

Curriculum

•

Mental Health

•

Safety and Belonging

•

Staﬀ/Student Relationships

•

Year Level Transitions

Voting closed in late October and
over 33,000 student voices were given
the opportunity to be heard on these
important issues. The 2022 student voice
priority voted in by students was Mental
Health.
For all the details, see:
https://www.student-voice.bne.
catholic.edu.au/Pages/default.aspx

Discussions were held via a
series of Action Cafes, where students
participated in facilitated discussions
and develop solutions to the six
identiﬁed issues.
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Green Adelaide, SA

Young voices heard on
Green Adelaide’s 5 Year Plan
A

s part of a wider public consultation on Green Adelaide’s draft
5 Year Plan, members of the Green Adelaide Education team
sought feedback from young people aged 4 to 18 on what they
thought of the Plan. The team was committed to ensuring that the
engagement of young people was an authentic process from the start,
and to ensure their ideas were included along with those of the wider
public.
The team visited six schools across
metropolitan Adelaide and interviewed
over 40 students from preschool to Year
12. Students and children were invited to
share their thoughts on Green Adelaide’s
proposed vision - A cooler, greener, wilder
and climate resilient Adelaide - as well as
share their ideas about actions that could
be taken to achieve this.
Before interviews were conducted,
students and children were given
relevant information about the plan and
time to understand what it contained.
The interview questions were given
in advance, where requested, and
education team members ensured they
were clear about the feedback being
sought. Students and children were asked
questions about the proposed vision
statement and what actions could be
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taken to address the key priorities in the
plan. Questions were also asked about
who could help and how to convince
others who might not typically be very
environmentally focussed, to come on
board.

“When I look closer it
(nature) shines a light at
me which I really like.”
Vishilini, Year 2
The responses were both inspiring
and thought-provoking, and showed a
strong understanding of, and passion
for, our natural environment. Some
original suggestions included the
creation of mini national parks around
the city; alternative sources of energy to
power cars and buildings; using more
sustainable materials to create bitumen

and reﬂect heat oﬀ our roads; and holding
‘nature days and other public events
to increase environmental stewardship
across Adelaide.

“When you’re young,
you’re often convinced
‘oh I have to wait until
I’m an adult’, but I think
you can do lots of things
when you’re a kid and
you don’t have to wait.”
Georgia, Year 6
The students’ responses were
captured on ﬁlm and fed back to the
planning team responsible for ﬁnalising
the plan, which has now been released.
Some of the ideas the students and
children put forward are currently being
incorporated into the annual business
plan.
The education team will visit
participating schools and preschools this
term to share with them what happened
to their feedback and show them a
compilation video that has been put
together for each site. The team are also
working to produce a series
of short videos showing
what the students had to say,
which will be shared on the
Green Adelaide Facebook
page soon.
The Green Adelaide
Education team are proud
that student voices have
been heard as part of the
wider conversation around
making Adelaide cooler,
greener, wilder and climateresilient.
Melissa Steele
Education Coordinator
(Northern Adelaide)
Green Adelaide
msteele@salisbury.sa.gov.au
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Hunter School of the Performing Arts, Broadmeadow, NSW

Navigating the path forward
Looking Backwards

T

raditional Mathematics classrooms have been places of
whiteboards (or blackboards), textbooks and worksheets, ticks and
crosses. One lovely aspect of Mathematics is that, while the answer to a
problem can be either right or wrong, there are usually several ways to
solve any problem and lots of potential for deep-thinking.
At Hunter School of the Performing Arts near Newcastle in NSW,
we have been exploring ways in which
students can have greater control over
their learning in Mathematics, and can
see clear purposes for their learning. We
documented some of this in a previous
article in Connect 247 in February 2021.
These processes provide ‘hook questions’
for students to explore.
In our primary faculty, for example,
every number or algebra outcome is
linked to something from the other
strands, to provide and clarify the purpose
of the learning. So probability provides
the hook for learning more on fractions,
and area the purpose for multiplication.
Issues around the structure of our
classrooms continue to be debated,
particularly around streaming and setting
– which are often based on ability in
Mathematics. While many Australian
Mathematics teachers enjoy graded
classes, which reduce the need for
diﬀerentiation, there are also concerns
about whether such approaches might
perpetuate or even increase inequities in
outcomes.
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On the other hand, in an
ungraded Year 9 Mathematics class,
for example, there are eight years of
ability diﬀerence between the top
10% and bottom 10% of students on
average (Goss and Sonneman, 2016).
Catering for such a range of ability
in the classroom can be challenging,
particularly if that classroom aims
to encourage group discussion and
cooperation in problem solving.
Even more challenging is that
each student is unique in their learning
approaches and needs: each student has
a diﬀerent pattern of mastery, and each
student has diﬀerent gaps in their learning.
One traditional approach to that
diversity has been to base instruction
in worksheets that are teacher-directed
and provide little or no opportunity for
students to either work with others or to
have control of what and how they learn.
In these heterogeneous classrooms, how
can we enable interaction, discussion
and reﬂection between students and
teachers about progress and, even more
importantly, for students to have greater
agency in their learning?

Hunter School of the Performing
Arts is one school that is trying an
approach to increase student agency
over their Mathematics learning. We
have replaced all our junior high school
homework with a personalised learning
plan, controlled by the individual
students, which enables them to
identiﬁed misconceptions, address
mastery of concepts, and extend their
learning.
In an area where there may be set
content and skills to be mastered, our
aim is to give students greater control
over the processes of their own learning,
and greater understanding of their
needs. We want students to be able to
match their best ways of learning to
those needs including, for example, to
be able to control their pace of learning.
As a side beneﬁt, we want students to
be more engaged and interested as
they see and determine the purposes
of this learning.

Improving Student Agency
Student agency has been deﬁned as the
active engagement of students in the
process of learning. Such engagement
is based upon students’ understanding
that they have the power, capacity and
responsibility to develop skills, take action
and make choices that will move their
learning forward. (Fletcher, 2018)
Albert Bandura (2005) identiﬁed four
aspects of student agency:
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1. Intentionality: to be an agent ‘is
to inﬂuence intentionally one’s
functioning...’
2. Forethought: set goals and motivate
eﬀort.
3. Self-regulation: monitoring and
regulating action.
4. Self-examination: reﬂecting on the
soundness of thought and action and
making adjustments. (ibid)
We want to particularly address
those areas of goal-setting, and
monitoring.
As Briceño (2014) noted:
“Deeper learning requires students
to think, question, pursue, and
create—to take agency and
ownership of their learning. When
they do, they acquire deeper
understanding and skills, and most
important, they become more
competent learners in and out of
school. They become better prepared
to succeed in academics, but also
in 21st century careers and in life.
We can’t force students to develop
agency and drive their own learning.
It must come from within.”
While we know we cannot force
agency on students, we can set up the
conditions in our classrooms that permit,
enable and encourage students to
develop such agency.
With these aspects in mind, at
Hunter School of the Performing Arts
we have adjusted our homework policy
and approaches to be more studentfocused, encouraging students to develop
those skills, and to take action and make
choices.
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The technology
In doing this, we are working with a
commercial company, Mathspace, to
explore and develop ways of using
technology to enable students to have
more control over the nature, focus and
pace of their learning.
Mathspace is a company that was
founded 11 years ago, based on the
belief that every student can excel at
Mathematics with the right help at the
right time. Their mission is to be that
‘right help at the right time’ for every
student.
To do this, the goal has been to
provide students with a digital tutor-like
experience that not only grades their
ﬁnal responses, but also provides them
with step-by-step feedback about each
line of their working for any solution
path. Many schools use Mathspace as
a supplementary tool in their teaching.
However, while research has indicated
that students showed signiﬁcant growth
using Mathspace, the best results require
a deeper implementation. There was a
need to take further steps.
Mathspace has now been taking
a more holistic approach to the
learning ecosystem. It is developing
an AI-powered continuous assessment
tool called Waypoints, which aims to
seamlessly integrate with the existing
digital experience. The technology is
designed to be unobtrusive and low
stakes, providing feedback to students,
and enabling them to drive and make
decisions about their own learning. It
celebrates the skills that students have
mastered, and prompts them to identify
opportunities for further learning.
The goal is to
increase
student
ownership
of
their
learning and make
personalised
learning
pathways an achievable
classroom goal, without
extra work being placed
on teachers.
While content in
Mathematics
remains
teacher-defined,
Waypoints is being
developed to be studentled in the processes and
assessment of learning.
Teachers and students
can review outcomes and
both see an on-demand

view of learning gaps, as well as students’
mastery and growth of ideas across the
3 to 10A Australian Curriculum. The data
insights that Waypoints provides can be
easily used to point to information and
enable students to guide their learning.

How Hunter School of the
Performing Arts is using the
technology
Students and teachers at HSPA are working
with Mathspace to trial Waypoints in the
area of creating personalised homework
for students. This homework is driven
by the students themselves, who are
supported to identify their own learning
needs, and choose ways to address
these.
Each week, students identify an area
of need from their progress report and
spend at least half an hour working on
it. A paraprofessional employed by the
Mathematics Faculty monitors student
progress using the data made available.
They regularly meet with students,
one on one, to reﬂect on progress and
to then, together, create their own
improvement plan; these meetings
enable students to set themselves a
goal for the next fortnight. The objective
is for each student’s homework to be
exactly the learning they need, deﬁned
by the student, rather than generic for
the whole class. This way, the school
is working with students to repair any
gaps in their knowledge and skills. As
students make progress, we celebrate
their success and growth!

What students say about it
As the school has worked to develop
this approach, we have been listening to
the students’ comments and reﬂections
about their experience. We want to
know whether the use of Waypoints is
providing them with greater control
of their own learning and greater
understanding of Mathematics topics.
Here are some of their responses:
“I like the new homework
because it helps me gain a
greater understanding of the
topics that I am learning about
in class; and because there aren’t
many questions, it keeps me
motivated to ﬁnish and I don’t
feel under pressure if I’m not sure
of the answer. I sometimes do my
revision during lesson times and
usually when I’m stuck doing an
at-home assessment, I’ll do some
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to refresh my memory. I love seeing
my progress because it shows me
that I am understanding the topic
and that I’m on the right track.”
(Bridget)

“I like that I can tell what I need to
work on, what I’ve mastered and
when I’ve mastered it. I aim to do
at least one a day. It makes me
feel happy when I am told that I
have mastered a topic. I think this
is a great way to consolidate my
understanding of Mathematics.”
(Matilda)

this is an awesome program that helps me and many other students to achieve
their Maths learning goals and see where they are at.” (Ryan)

What parents say about it
We have also had some feedback from parents, who see further beneﬁts in their
interaction with their students:
“I like that the program links to
learning-speciﬁc
opportunities.
The Skills Report has an ACARA link
that can then be used to explore
other ways for the student to
learn that concept eg hands on,
manipulatives.
“The immediate feedback regarding
skills worked on is a moment
for celebration which has an
immediate
and
motivational
aspect for my students that you do
not achieve from a standard assessment. The layout for the skills reports eg,
diﬀerent strands, diﬀerent grades, visual representation of skill level, allow for
conﬁrmation or discovery of students’ needs and strengths.
“We, as a family, appreciate that the check-in has a minimal number
of questions, which keeps the students motivated to see the mastery
occurring and makes it a family moment to celebrate together. Our
students complete work at school in the classroom setting, but also do
some at home as part of their homework schedule. We are excited to look
back in a month, two months, four months, six months from now and
compare the screenshot of how we looked at the beginning to how we
look now, much like someone mapping their gym progress. I enjoy being
able to celebrate those moments with my students.
“I feel very fortunate to be part of a school that has taken this on board.
I appreciate that there is collaboration and discussion open for staﬀ and
parents to navigate the program.” (Cas, parent)

Looking forward

W

hile the use of Waypoints is in its infancy at Hunter School
of the Performing Arts, the potential to improve student
agency and mastery over learning is evident.
Technology will never replace the need for teachers to motivate students.
Nor can it artiﬁcially ‘create’ or ‘force’ agency (as Briceño notes). But it can help
us to create the conditions in which students can experience and exercise
ownership over their own learning. This technology has the power to drill down
into a student’s understanding and recommend a path forward.
We are excited to continue to work with the team at Mathspace to further
reﬁne such approaches and to unlock this potential.
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N7 Education, Vic

Agency and Digital Literacy
T

he OECD, a unique International Organisation that sets
standards and deﬁnes best practices across global economic
and social policy, has in recent years brought student agency into
focus.
According to the OECD, student
agency is deﬁned as
the capacity to set a goal,
reﬂect and act responsibly
to eﬀect change. It is about
acting rather than being acted
upon; shaping rather than
being shaped; and making
responsible decisions and
choices rather than accepting
those determined by others. 1
Their Future of Education and
Skills 2030 framework casts a wide
net across a variety of domains
ranging from, for example, student
agency in well being through to
student agency in sustainable
development.
In this respect, how might we
consider the intersection between
student agency and digital
technology?
So often a one way street,
where students are the consumers
or users of technology/data, the
enactment of agency in a realm of
online “metaverse” tech giants may at
ﬁrst seem a herculean undertaking.
However, developing the right digital
literacy skills can prepare students
to shape this evolving space rather
than only being shaped by it.

Just as literacy is characterised by
the ability to read and write a human
language, it may be extrapolated that
digital literacy is characterised by
the ability to read and write a digital
language. Students typically learn
how to use the various functions that
systems/software make available, in a
sense exercising the ‘reading’ end of
the digital literacy spectrum, however
they often have limited or many times
no exposure to the ‘writing’ aspect
of digital literacy, that is, learning
to code. Given a student’s ability to
aﬀect change is at the heart of student
advocacy, learning to code becomes a
critical factor in empowering students
to impact the digital space.
To take a concrete example: let’s
consider Salaam. Salaam (which
means ‘peace’ in Arabic) is a survival
video game made by Lual Mayen.
Lual was born in South Sudan during
the outbreak of the Second Sudanese
Civil War and spent 22 years living in
a refugee camp with his family before
moving to Washington DC2. The
character in Salaam is a refugee who
must be kept alive throughout the
game by collecting enough food, water,
and medicine. In partnership with the
United Nations’ High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) and other
NGOs, Salaam went on to support

refugees through a novel mechanism where
players who bought in-game resources
would, through such purchases, donate
those same items to refugees in reality.
Beyond only the consumption of videos
games, a command of both the ‘reading’
and ‘writing’ of aspects of digital literacy
meant that Lual was able to bring his own
experiences and goals to aﬀect how others
engage with the medium.
In this way, digital literacy is intimately
connected with student advocacy in the
digital technologies domain. To recognise
this link may help to reframe how we think
about the role of ‘learning to write’ in a
digital sense (coding) and appreciate its
importance as an agent of student advocacy
in the modern world.
Andrew Belegrinos
andrew@n7.education
Andrew Belegrinos is a Co-Founder of N7
Education (https://www.n7.education).
N7 Education supports Computer Science
teachers internationally by providing a
curated bank of exam style questions
mapped to IB DP CS, A Levels and more.
Andrew is also an experienced IB
Mathematics & Computer Science Teacher
at Preshil - The Margaret Lyttle Memorial
School, Melbourne. Andrew has diverse
experience as a software engineer, GIS
specialist and content consultant in
Mathematics.
Oecd.org. 2021. [online] Available at: https://www.
oecd.org/education/2030-project/teaching-andlearning/learning/student-agency/in_brief_Student_
Agency.pdf [Accessed 1 November 2021].
1

Washington Post. 2019. Once he was a refugee. Now
he’s a CEO making video games for peace. [online]
Available at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/videogames/2019/10/14/once -he -was-refugee-nowhes-ceo-making-video-games-peace/ [Accessed 1
November 2021].
2
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42 Years: Brief Reflections

Impacts & appreciations

S

ending you my admiring thanks
for all your remarkable, pioneering
work over the years. Connect has been
an inspirational, energising contribution
of international signiﬁcance. How lucky
we are to have learned with and from you
and all your contributors from all over the
world.
Michael Fielding
Emeritus Professor of Education
UCL Institute of Education
London, England, UK

W

hat a legacy Connect leaves and what
an outstanding contribution to the
cause for and of student participation!
As a ‘watcher’ of the movement, a
‘participant’ in it, and now well retired, I
have admired the energy, commitment
and the perseverance of you, Roger...it is
an extraordinary contribution to the cause
and to the broader issue of an inclusive
approach to all things ‘education’. I have
been inspired by your words, listened
attentively to you speak and worked with
you side by side. Your indomitable spirit,
optimism and empathetic and democratic
approach has been a model for all adults
working in this sensitive area. You have
touched the lives of many thousands of
students and teachers. Thank you!
Peter Mildenhall
Participation and Equity Program (PEP)
consultant, 1984-87
Member of Ministerial Working Party on
Student Participation
School Support Centre Co-ordinator,
Secondary School Principal and Senior
Education Oﬃcer (well retired)

T

hank you for your incredible
contribution to education and
student participation. You have done an
amazing job keeping Connect going for so
long and ensuring so much information
has been shared.
I really enjoyed working with you
too when I was involved with School
Focussed Youth Services (SFYS).
Beth Sheﬃeld
ex-SFYS
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A

s a young idealistic, cynical and
somewhat arrogant education
student, much of what I saw in schools
and teacher education missed the
mark the for me. But one lecture really
connected. Of course it was Roger
Holdsworth on student voice. I’ve
carried this template for profoundly
powerful education with me throughout
my career.
As a graduate teacher I jumped
on the opportunity to apply for grants
through the Discovering Democracy
program, and quickly found myself
running PD in my own school and
having articles published in Connect. My
best teaching experiences have always
been centred around some adaptation
of the Student Action Team model to
empower young people to take action.
When I ﬁrst became a principal,
I took the time to write to Roger to let
him know how much his ideas, guidance
and encouragement had inﬂuenced my
own development, and how deeply
imbued they were in my work.
But Roger doesn’t only show us
the ‘what’ of quality education. He also
shows us the ‘how’. He has an uncanny
ability to connect with people in a
genuine and meaningful way. At the
core of this is a deep respect for every
individual and a belief in their potential.
I am privileged to have witnessed
(and experienced ﬁrst hand) the
enduring eﬀect of his kindness,
generosity and wisdom on students,
teachers, academics, leaders and
education systems in countless
examples. This has been inspiring, and
brilliantly documented on the pages of
Connect.
Ralph Gotlib
Principal
Lynall Hall Community School

N

o one (I know at least) can predict
the future. Yet, I see us on a pathway
toward recognising and realising the
‘social infrastructure’ of education that is
shaped by a mindset of relationships and
relationality.
The physical and digital infrastructure of education is necessary
but not suﬃcient in focus or scope to
guide our educational communities into
the future. Policies and practices that
enable connection, recognition, and
appreciation – the social infrastructure
– is where our time, energy and
commitments lie.
The student voice and participation
movement in schools and higher
education oﬀers a blueprint for
navigating the inevitable approaching
period of change and transition globally
that invests in social infrastructure of
education. Amid the change is continuity
– our commitment to each other and
learning together as a rich relational
(human) process.
Kelly Matthews
University of Queensland, Australia
Convenor of the National Students as
Partners Network
7th annual Roundtable hosted at Western
Sydney University in late November
https://www.saproundtable21.com/

V

ery sad to see Connect come to an
end after many years of great articles.
Thank you, Roger, for your
longstanding commitment to Student
Voice and Agency. So many students
were provided the opportunity to have
a voice through their involvement in
interviews and programs at their schools
and having their articles/opinions/views
published.
Well done and thank you!
Dr Bette Prange
Acting Principal
Kensington Community High School

Connect 250:

S

tudent participation has come a
long way over the past 40+ years
due largely to the important foundational
work conducted by pioneers in the ﬁeld
such as Jean Rudduck, Michael Fielding,
and Roger Holdsworth. Considerable
momentum garnered in recent years has
seen extended theorisation and practice
possibilities in diﬀerent spheres of
children’s lives. While signiﬁcant positive
strides have been made, there is still a
long way to go.
There is now a strong, like-minded
intergenerational community whose
work is having impact within and beyond
their contexts, but what about those
outside of this community? Those that
are unaware of, or remain unconvinced of
the importance of ensuring students are
supported and encouraged to share their
ideas and stand up for what they believe
in, or who do not yet know, understand,
or believe that student experiences and
perspectives are central to driving positive
change.
It is inspiring and exciting to
see and hear about all of the positive
developments
and
practices
in
supporting and extending student
participation and agency occurring
across the world. Many of these have
been showcased over time in this very
publication. Connect has been integral
in knowledge sharing and fostering
collaboration, collegiality, and cohesive
communities. Roger’s work through
Connect and his mentoring and support
outside of this has been invaluable in
bringing like-minded people together
while also extending and inspiring
possibilities. Every time I see or hear about
student-driven and initiated action, I am
even more inspired and driven to ensure
that the work that we are doing is making
a diﬀerence.
Moving forward I’m optimistic that
this can only get stronger as each new
generation of young people see what
is possible and are supported, inspired,
and empowered to instigate change and
action, and a better world for all.
A/Prof Jenna Gillett-Swan
SFHEA | AFHEA (Indigenous)
Associate Professor & Researcher
Co-Lead, Voice & Wellbeing
Centre for Inclusive Education
Chair, Faculty Equity Committee
Faculty of Creative Industries, Education,
and Social Justice
Queensland University of Technology
November 2021

O

ne of the changes I’ve observed
in the last few years in education
is a dramatic shift in the area of student
voice.
This important initiative in
education will be essential for the
future success of our schools, as
promoting genuine student voice not
only enables partnerships between
students and teachers, but also leads to
the development of student self-worth
and a real sense of self-eﬃcacy.
Increasingly,
students
have
opportunities to actively express their
views, opinions, hopes and aspirations
to inﬂuence change in curriculum
and pedagogy. In many classrooms,
students now feel safe discussing and
negotiating learning activities and
assessments with their teachers, or
providing feedback through surveys
while teachers tweak their pedagogy
based on what students say. This
student involvement in decisionmaking empowers students to take
ownership of their own learning. These
practices need to be embedded more
regularly into our practice in order to
transform student learning in class.
From here on, we need to promote
student participation in meetings as a
strategy to embed student voice in every
aspect of student school life. We need to
open the doors to meetings traditionally
considered to be adults-only including
staﬀ meetings, interview panels,
school councils, School Improvement
Teams, and KLA meetings.
Students and teachers sitting
side by side to plan curriculum and
assessment in class and meetings
– such forms of student voice will be
transformative for student learning
and develop conﬁdent learners who
are ready to make a diﬀerence in the
community beyond school.
Chizuko Inoue-Andersson
Teacher and Learning Specialist
Eltham High School, Vic
ino@elthamhs.vic.edu.au

W

hat an exceptional performance:
250 issues of Connect! You’ve
done an extraordinary job over so many
years, Roger! Thank you so much for all
your work on promoting student voice,
participatory design and co-design.
The confusion of terminology, which
was the topic of our ﬁrst conversation at the
Student Voice Conference in Cambridge,
is still present in the literature. In Connect
229 you described a typology, deﬁning
student voice, student agency and
student participation (https://research.
acer.edu.au/connect/vol2018/iss229/).
Recently, we tried to bring some clarity
in the terminology based on a literature
review (see Martens, Meeuwissen,
Dolmans, Bovill & K. D. Könings (2019)
Student participation in the design of
learning and teaching: Disentangling the
terminology and approaches, Medical
Teacher, 41:10, 1203-1205. At: https://doi.
org/10.1080/0142159X.2019.1615610
Future work in this domain would
beneﬁt from more consistency in the
terminology used in the scientiﬁc
literature and in educational practice,
which is a call to all of us.
Karen Könings, PhD
School of Health Professions Education,
Faculty of Health, Medicine and
Life Sciences, Maastricht University,
Maastricht, The Netherlands
School of Health Sciences, University of
East Anglia, United Kingdom

I

just wanted to take this opportunity to
congratulate you on the 250th edition
of Connect. I can’t believe the time and
dedication you have put into this and
the impact the publication has had. You
should be very proud of the immense
contribution you have made. Well done.
Once again, congratulations on all
that you have achieved.
Peter Hutton
Convenor, Future Schools Alliance
https://futureschools.education/

T

his is a time when democracy
needs more enlightened practice
and education and in this context the
end of Connect assumes some more
signiﬁcance than it might otherwise have.
A remarkable eﬀort and contribution.
Terry Reilly
Galbraith Innovation
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42 Years: Reflection from a student, Vic

Voice & representation:
looking forward

“A

s a student, I believe my voice is heard and that I can enact
change”. This is most likely a sentiment echoed by students in
the Student Representative Council, in leadership positions, and in
senior year levels. But a new, Year 7 student, who does not hold any
leadership titles, would be much more hesitant to agree with this.
From my personal experience,
Student Representative Councils (SRC)
and senior leadership positions act as
platforms for student voice, agency, and
participation. SRC concerns raised in
their meetings can be passed onto Heads
of School to carry out the desired action.
Those in the Student Executive have
weekly meetings with the Head of Senior
School to propose initiatives and enact
changes to the school.
But not everyone can be in one of
these positions. Every year, more hands
go up for a spot on the SRC than the spots
available. Out of the 100+ students
who nominate themselves for
a Prefect position, only a small
portion gets selected. Moreover,
many of these leadership roles are
only available for those in Year 12.
And those who are not chosen
often do not have the direct
contact with decision-makers in
the school. Sure, they can talk
to a student who does have this
opportunity, but in large schools,
it can be daunting to approach
someone who you are not very
familiar with, especially if he or she
is ﬁve year levels above you.
Talking to a friend during
the Prefect selections, she mentioned
something along the lines of, “I mean, I
wouldn’t be too sad if I didn’t get a position,
but it would still be nice to be able to make
some meaningful changes to the school.”
Many of us want to make change.
But not everyone can.
Indeed, student voice, agency, and
participation has come a long way. There
are many students now who can say that
they have voice and agency. But the
32

hope for the future is to make this even
more widely accessible to all students in
all schools.
I acknowledge the practical
challenges in giving every student a
leadership or SRC position. But perhaps
the decision-makers in the school can
actively let all students know that their
e-mail inbox and oﬃce door is always
open and available. Alternatively, more
schools can set up a function on their
school student website for any student
to submit proposals of initiatives or
changes they would like to bring to the

school. School-wide student surveys can
also prompt students to voice concerns
they have and raise changes they would
like to see implemented in the school.
If this, too, would be practically
ineﬀective in large schools (after all,
busy Principals may not want their inboxes to be bombarded by hundreds
of student e-mails, and a huge inﬂux
of proposals or survey responses
might mean that not every single one
is read and responded to promptly),

then maybe we can work on building
connections between the student
representatives and the rest of the
student body.
Something that our school does well
is that the Year 12 Student Executives visit
each class in each year level at the start of
the school year. Maybe we can take this
one step further and make these visits
and additional e-mail correspondences
more frequent, so students would feel
more comfortable to approach the
student leaders. Similarly, the SRC can be
made more representative of the student
body, by implementing quotas to ensure
that students from all year levels and all
friendship groups are equally represented,
and every student can feel like there
is someone they can go to in order to
represent their voice.

I am aware that many schools
may already do these. The hope and
challenge for the future is to ensure that
all schools do.
And ultimately, I believe we should
strive for a future where, in all schools,
a Year 7 student’s voice is heard just as
clearly as is a Year 12 Prefect’s.
Jasmine Xu
Year 11 student
jasmine.xu886@gmail.com
Connect 250:

42 Years: Reflection from a student, Vic

T

Student voice: what next?

he wise Victor Hugo may have said that ‘not being heard is no
reason for silence’, but for most students who may feel powerless
against the institution they are a part of, it is not that easy.
It is natural for us to have thoughts
and ideas we want to share and express,
but for most people, regardless of age,
when our voices are not heard, we retreat
back into our shells until eventually, we
become silent.
Now, think about this from a
perspective of a ﬁve year old. You have
an idea that is bursting out of you –
something that you want to share with
your teachers and your peers – but it is
not welcome. As experiences like these
accumulate over the years without a
formal platform or avenue for student
voice, students become silent and
disengaged from their education, which
shows why it is imperative that schools
and teachers encourage, nurture and
support student voice practices within
the classroom and wider institution.
Students need to know that their
voices matter.
Showing students that their ideas
will be welcomed is a start – but they
also need to know that their ideas will
be respected and acted upon to feel
truly empowered to be an active partner
in their own educational journeys.
Listening to the ideas and perspectives
of an individual student often leads to
the empowerment of a classroom as
a whole. By showing the student that
their perspective is respected, they feel
empowered to advocate for their own
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needs within their educational journeys,
and it also empowers their peers to use
their voices to be agents of the changes
they need for a more impactful and
engaging education.
Over the last few years, from
conversations with students from
various backgrounds and schools, I
have personally felt that awareness
around the concept of student voice
has increased. The importance of
student voice has been acknowledged
– particularly in terms of how it can
unite students from diﬀerent cultural
and socio-economic backgrounds to
give them equal opportunity and voice
within the classroom so all needs can be
met with equity.
This increase has brought an
onslaught of tokenistic forms of
student voice, which is a start – but
I ﬁrmly believe that the next step is
implementation.
How do we implement standard
practices that foster a consistent and
supportive platform for student voice
that reaches all students within a
classroom? How do we create constant
and productive feedback loops that can
improve student-teacher collaboration?
How do we work around the studentteacher power dynamic to allow for
an equal partnership in educational
outcomes?

Ahelee Rahman is a Year 11 student
and the 2022 School Captain of
Melbourne Girls Grammar School.
She has been a part of the VicSRC
since 2019, including a tenure on the
Executive Team from 2020-2021 and
has been a regular contributor and
commentator on The Age, ABC and
Connect magazine. She also writes a
blog at www.aheleerahman.com

When I consider ‘where next?’ I
consider this.
Student voice within the classroom
as well as wider institutions must be
beyond the current standard. Now is
the time to create sustainable, long term
change, that will impact generations to
come.
This change will not happen in a day,
however, and it will take a few generations
to progress to a point where student
voice and agency is a ﬁxture within every
classroom, that reaches and engages
every student – not just something
reserved for particularly ‘innovative’ and
‘forward thinking’ schools and school
leaders.
Students do not need to be told
that their voices matter. They need to
be shown their voices matter, and there
is truly no better time than the present,
as we come out of the ‘pause’ our world
has been under for the last two years,
and consider how to involve the lessons
we have learnt into an educational future
that is empowered, bold, and engaged.
Ahelee Rahman
ahelee.rahman@mggs.vic.edu.au
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42 Years: Reflection from an ex-teacher/consultant, Vic

Student voice: a journey

M

y education began way back in the 1960s. School was orderly. We
sat in rows and answered questions written on the blackboard
with subject titles such as social studies, horticulture, simple arithmetic,
dictation and punctuation. We weren’t asked our opinion much, either
at home or school.
I do, however, recall a class debate
about a proposed school level crossing,
and Year 6 students presented the
interschool sport results at Monday
assembly. We honoured the Queen, boys
saluted the ﬂag, we all recited a vow and
marched into class to the beat of a drum.
My early teaching years coincided
with the birth of Connect amid a wave
of educational change but, often, fads
would fade as fast as they arrived. By
the time I came to Footscray PS in 1982,
teachers had lost faith in open plan
classrooms and multi age learning, and
we were left with four separate classes in
a shared space without walls. It was noisy,
distracting and not very collegiate.
Disadvantaged
schools
like
ours had specialist cooking, arts and
reading programs, as well as a language
experience program supported by a state
funded camps and excursions program.
There was a very real attempt to engage
with parents from often very distressing
circumstances. I once walked a young
Vietnamese boy home after he’d been left
behind after school. He took me inside and
we found mum and his siblings huddled
together under a blanket without any
furniture to be seen. It was, for me, an
insight into the life of a student, one of
which I had no real awareness.
By the late 1980s I was a teacher at
a similar multicultural school in another
suburb and student voice was gaining
momentum, although I don’t think I
was aware of the term. Through those
years I was inﬂuenced by several related
initiatives including the publication of
Connect, a Ministerial Working Party
on Student Participation and Hart’s
‘ladder of participation’ (1992). Cross age
tutoring had become popular, and I led
a Junior School Council, although it
was quite tokenistic. With a small group
of senior students, we tentatively delved
34

into local and social issues, promoted
Clean Up Australia Day, organised
healthy school breakfasts, and presented
monthly medals to each class as part of
the Bicentennial.
Post teaching, I was state
coordinator of Aussie Sport and a
sport education consultant for the
Department of Education. Dr Daryl
Siedentop’s book Sport Education
(1994) advocated for students taking
responsibility for their PE/Sport
experience as coaches, umpires and
administrators. Academics, including
Dr Ken Alexander of Edith Cowan
University, WA, were leading a wave of
change based on Siedentop’s model
of instruction, but not everyone was
willing to get on board. I encountered
resistance, particularly from colleagues
who felt that we should focus on
directed learning and fundamental skills,
and disputed students’ capacity to lead
and make decisions. Some still do.
In the mid-2000s, I worked in the
Department of Education’s Student
Wellbeing Unit and was exposed to
Roger Holdsworth’s work through the
development of Values Education,
student leadership and publication of
the Student Action Teams Manual. By
now the bureaucracy was encouraging
student participation through the Duke
of Edinburgh Awards, partnering with
community agencies and initiating
leadership conferences. One such
conference at Ballarat University saw the
beginning of the VicSRC. Students were,
in the main, passive participants rather
than active agents for change, but that
was to evolve.
From 2012, while at Catholic
Education Melbourne, I was reunited
with Roger and VicSRC, and began
to engage directly with students and
teachers about student voice, agency,

and participation in learning. Through
joint teacher workshops, reference
groups and meetings, we learnt about
and shared various student-led projects.
Several
student/adult
partnerships
saw interventions such as Students as
Researchers, Teach the Teacher and the
statewide Student Parliament Program.
These experiences have conﬁrmed
my belief that system-wide improvement
is built on a shared understanding
between academics, teachers and
students, where each is able to interpret
and recontextualise research for the
beneﬁt of students. It is also by working
together and involving students as
partners for learning that we see
positive educational change based on
a mutual commitment to what Michael
Fielding (Fielding and Bragg, Students
as Researchers, 2003) reminds us, “isn’t
about control and accountability, but
rather a shared democratic agency”.
One of Adam Fletcher’s ‘Barriers
to student agency’ (Sound Out) is how
teachers are often amazed by students
with a voice; teachers are inclined to place
them on a pedestal for being ‘awesome’
without necessarily listening to their
views. We need to accept that students
asserting their views is not exceptional.
We need to value their contribution
as partners and advocates for learning
where we actively seek their feedback to
improve teaching practice.
In conversations with many an
enthusiastic teacher, when discussing
a project, Roger would often conclude
by asking, “Why are you doing this?” The
inference was that the project outcomes,
even the failures, can contribute to
learning and the broader school
community and often have implications
that reach beyond the scope of the
project.
Finally: thanks Roger, for allowing
me to share just a small part your journey
and congratulations on the publication
of Connect as a testament to your
commitment to young people.
Doug Sandiford
dsandi47@gmail.com
Connect 250:

42 Years: Reflection from a lecturer, NSW

Back to the future:

What’s changed for active citizenship?

R

ecently, the Federal Education Minister, Alan Tudge, called upon
the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority
(ACARA) to substantially rewrite the new draft of the Australian
Curriculum. Among other subjects, he focused on History and Civics
and Citizenship, arguing that, in the new draft, “important historical
events are removed or reframed, such as the emphasis on invasion theory
over Australia Day. Even Anzac Day is presented as a contested idea, rather
than the most sacred of all days...”

Such a statement betrays a startling
ignorance about the teaching of History,
and indeed, history itself, but it does
reveal the Federal Government’s attitude
towards teaching and education. It is a
strictly conservative mindset, centred
on idolising a romanticised and perhaps
non-existent past, and certainly lacking
any endeavour to challenge the status
quo. It is citizenship as the storing up of
historical knowledge, not citizenship as an
active endeavour central to democratic
society.
If that all sounds very familiar,
it’s because it is: it’s almost the exact
same approach that was adopted by
the Howard Government when they
developed the Discovering Democracy
curriculum in 1997. At that time, just as
there is now, there were calls for education
to encourage young people to become
active citizens. However, the Howard
Government subverted this principle into
a hagiography to the history of Australian
democracy, which meant a focus on
events in the past and a celebration and
idealisation of Western values. This came
at the expense of emphasising active
citizenship and student participation and
agency as had been originally planned.
At this point, as a school teacher, one
could be forgiven for feeling discouraged.
After all, the theme of this ﬁnal issue
of Connect is about how things have
changed - and, at least in this respect, it
appears that little has. The interminable
‘culture’ or ‘history’ wars certainly show
no signs of abating. But teaching is an
exercise in optimism: we hope for a better
future, and work to make that a reality,
November 2021

and I think there is one fundamental
diﬀerence between then and now and that diﬀerence is the young people
themselves.

Individually, and in groups, with
or without parental approval, and in
the face of opposition from politicians,
young people are beginning to organise
themselves and their peers in ways that
are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent to the past.
I am, of course, talking about events
like the Student Climate Strike and the
Women’s Marches. Recent years have
seen a surge in the ways in which young
people are seeking to make their voices
heard, and these activities are taking
place in ways that are both local and
global. Their repercussions, too, will be
global in nature.
While young people have always
had the capacity and determination to
undertake this kind of direct democratic
action, two things are making this
current surge in activity notable.

Firstly, there is the ubiquity of mobile
technology and social media. These tools
make engaging in the public sphere
easy and eﬃcient (although that is not
without its own dangers). It is a matter
of moments - indeed, it is almost trivial
- to set up a page advertising an event,
gaining information about attendees.
Communication between attendees and
organisers can be almost instantaneous –
and young people are using these tools to
identify what they think is important, and
to take action, demanding that elected
representatives do something about it.
This is a bold form of direct democracy,
and one that I welcome.
And secondly, there are the
conversations taking place in schools
all over Australia about student voice,
agency and participation. It is these
conversations that have, I believe,
stimulated much of young people’s
engagement with the public sphere and
these issues of importance. This is perhaps
the most signiﬁcant change in the last few
decades. Conversations about students’
voice and agency have gone from being
marginal and the domain of alternative
education, to being central (admittedly,
at diﬀerent levels) to the practice of
many teachers and school communities.
They are proof that, regardless of what
tinkering is done by politicians, it is the
practice of teachers that is central to
the development of active citizenship,
and teachers appear to be supportive of
student agency and participation.
When combined together, social
media and increased student agency
means that this new wave of student
voice has a scale and reach far beyond
what it had in the past – and it is hardly
surprising that young people are using
that to demand action about equal rights,
discrimination and climate change!
Keith Heggart
University of Technology, Sydney, NSW
keith.heggart@gmail.com
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42 Years: Reflection from Second Strike, Vic

The role of a journal in
shaping democracy
C

onnect was well established by the time I picked up my ﬁrst issue,
the same day as I met the editor and founder Roger Holdsworth.
I suspect that was the way it has been for many people, since he usually
travels with a few spare copies. I have yet to read the entire backcatalogue of Connect, but it is not for lack of eﬀort: there’s just a lot to
get through.
At the time I was a secondary
student in Melbourne in the late 90s,
active in my student council (overactive,
my teachers said) and planning to
build a Victorian network of student
representative councils. How original,
I assumed, until I read of the various
networks and prior attempts in recorded
in Connect.
The VicSRC now exists in reality,
thanks in very large part to Connect and
Roger. At the same time, I began Second
Strike (http://www.second-strike.com/)
a company that provides training for
student councils in primary and secondary
schools to be more eﬀective. This creation
too owes a large part of its existence to
Connect and Roger as a source of great
wisdom and guidance.
My ﬁrst learning was that student
voice is not the sole domain of the
student representative council and this
was no small shock to me. However, here
I would like to reﬂect on the role Connect
has played in documenting and reporting
on the world of student representative
bodies; niche though it may seem to
most, it has been a large world for me.
One of the continuing debates in
student voice that is well documented
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through the pages of Connect is whether
the role of a student council is primarily
a training experience for students or
whether the role is valuable ﬁrst and
foremost for its function of representing
student opinions in the school.
Both features matter and will be
present to varying degrees and with
varying levels of success. Whether one
or other feature dominates your view
of student councils will determine
a lot about how you approach the
organisation. Opinions on this debate
have varied widely amongst educators
and students.
It is a vast over-simpliﬁcation
to suggest that adults working with
student voice have tended towards
seeing student representative groups
as an educational opportunity, whilst
students have prioritised the actions
such a group aims to achieve over the
learnings that might come. There is a
trend in this direction, but a quick review
of articles published in Connect shows
the passionate belief of many educators
in the inherent value of student voice
as part of school decision-making,
whilst simultaneously many students
have authored articles extolling the

virtues of the lessons they learn through
participation and how useful they will be
in later life.
The risk for those who view student
voice as an exercise in democracy
ﬁrst and foremost is that they may
unconsciously help to limit the power
of the student body by viewing their
participation in serious issues only an
exercise, not a form of political struggle,
or by encouraging student councils to
limit themselves to easy, achievable and
non-controversial activities. The beneﬁts
of this view, it can be argued, is a keener
focus on the processes of democratic
participation and the way that leads to
preparing students for more eﬀective
participation in the democracy of state
and federal politics.
Those who view student voice
organisations as meaningful, even
essential, elements of school decision
making will repeatedly be frustrated
by the failures to achieve the desired
outcomes, bringing us to the second
major debate one can ﬁnd running
through the pages of Connect.
“Student Councils just don’t work”.
This was the statement put emphatically
to me at the end of one professional
development seminar I hosted in Adelaide
for SRC Teacher Advisers. Over the next
few hours and several beers the teacher
and I unpacked exactly what that meant
and discovered a frustration I’ve seen in
many teachers and students alike.

Connect 250:

Traditional student councils
do not appear to yield the results
we were promised: the school
does not buckle to the weight of
the political power of organised
student voice; SRCs can slog
away for months on a project
that gets summarily dismissed,
or even co-opted by the school.
After all the eﬀort of holding
procedurally correct elections,
teaching meeting procedure,
running surveys and jumping
through hoops, the schools
appears to run pretty much
exactly the same as if there were
no student council.
The frustration is common
to so many students and teachers
alike for the same reasons citizens
in democratic countries are
frustrated: democracy is big, messy and
hard. It doesn’t just ‘work’ magically, it
has to be worked, mostly ending in what
feels like a disproportionate outcome for
eﬀort equation.
Here’s where Connect comes in.
As a journal it has documented a wide
array of diﬀerent structural approaches
to student voice organisations over
many years. Some have been election
based, some have been exclusive to
appointed leaders or senior students,
some have been a free-for-all inclusion
of whoever turns up, and there have
been many shades in between. I’ve read
a few articles with a smile as a teacher or
student describes their eureka moment in
invention a revolutionary new structure
for their SRC that will address the
identiﬁed short-comings, ﬂip back a few
issues and there is the same experiment
in a diﬀerent school.
More radical departures from the
traditional election-based bodies alltogether can be seen in the pages of
Connect too, including Student Action
Teams,
where
student-conducted
research was the driving principle and
inclusion was determined by the projects
that drew the attention of each student.
Connect has been a great champion
of these alternatives and complementary
structures to student councils, not just
documenting them but agitating for
more and ever-varied experiments. On
the ﬁrst page of each bi-monthly issue
you will ﬁnd my favourite section of the
publication: thoughts from the editor,
where Roger Holdsworth allows himself
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to muse on the theme of the issue. It
is an insight into his thoughts which, if
followed, will occupy several hours of
your time. Go back and read a few; you
will start to see Connect as the chronicle
of a student-voice movement, not just a
journal of academic interest.
Second Strike has always
prioritised the‘realness’of student voice
in the present, over the educational
value of experiencing the process,
as we argue that the lessons cannot
be meaningfully learned without
the actions being taken seriously. In
doing so we sought to train students
to make best use of the democratic
structures available to them to achieve
their own goals. We became aware
through engaging with thousands of
student councils that as no democracy
really ‘works’, they must all allow for
continual growth and evolution of
their structures, yet the participants
in any structure are deeply resistant to
that structure changing. “This is how
we do this,” or “the leaders just have to
do better,” are common responses to
proposing changes. Pose the same
to any politician you will likely get the
same response.
So we come to an extremely
important role that student councils
can play for our broader democracy.
Beyond being good democratic
organisations themselves and far more
than training great citizens for ongoing
civic life, student representative
councils, by whatever name they are
called, can and are great laboratories

for how democratic societies can govern
themselves. In very few other spheres of
life is there such an opportunity to tweak
the rules of governance.
To make this meaningful, these
experiments cannot exist in isolation.
Hence the vital role of Connect in
encouraging documentation and then
wide-reporting of success and failure
alike.
Without Connect into the future, we
can all take those lessons and continue
them anyway: Document and Report.
All organisations could take
this lesson, but let it continue with
Student Councils at the very least. Try
new structures, make alterations and
document your entire process. Every
year. Then tell others about it. Share
your ﬁndings with other student voice
bodies, organisations and networks. If
you’re feeling isolated, reach out to the
nearest school or write to us at Second
Strike.
The great experiment of democracy
continues and now, thanks to Connect,
we see that student representative
bodies are not just training grounds:
they are inventing grounds. So we must
record and share the ﬁndings of these
experiments, as that makes democratic
participation better for all of us, not just
students, now and into the future.
As Roger himself has said, quoting
Art Pearl: if it hasn’t been written down,
it hasn’t happen.
David Mould
Second Strike
david.mould@second-strike.com
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42 Years: Reflection from VicSRC/YACVic, Vic

The history, legacy and future
of student voice
I

The
project
developed
the
n 2021 student voice has become more ubiquitous and powerful
handbooks
and
training
that
laid
the
than ever before.

Yet formal recognition of student
voice and participation has only existed
in Australia for fewer than 50 years.
Its history can be traced to the very
beginnings of this publication: Connect,
which was started by Roger Holdsworth
back in 1979 in response to “a number of
projects [which] have sprung up to involve
young people actively and meaningfully
in their own education, projects that
emphasise participation over passivity”,
as stated in the ﬁrst issue of Connect.
Back then, it was rare outside of a
few pockets of classrooms for students
to become meaningfully involved in
their own learning and what happens at
school. Student leadership groups would
often end up being told what to do to
implement changes with the student
body, rather than being involved in any of
the discussions about those changes.
“When we tried to suggest ideas, we
were informed that we should leave that
to the teachers who had a better idea of
what kids wanted/needed,” wrote Tony
Gleeson in Connect in December 2004 in
his own reﬂections from being involved
in Student Leadership from 1967-2004.

It wasn’t until the 1980s that the
Victorian Government meaningfully
recognised student participation,
with the establishment of a Ministerial
Working Party on Student Participation.
This coincided with the ﬁrst attempt by
students in Victoria, following a statewide youth forum, to self-organise
and establish a state organisation to
represent students.
As part of a series of policy papers
reﬂecting the changing views and
attitudes towards young people in
1983-1985, the Victorian Ministry of
Education’s sixth policy paper in 1984
was the ﬁrst time that government had
acknowledged the rights of children
and that they should have “increasing
opportunities to help determine the
educational tasks and goals that are set
for them”.
When Roger joined the Youth
Aﬀairs Council Victoria (YACVic) as our
Youth and Student Participation Policy
Oﬃcer in 1986, this was also a crucial
launchpad to accelerate and advance
the recognition of student voice in
Victoria through the Youth and Student
Participation Project.

foundation for youth participation and
student voice today in Victoria.

Towards a state student group
After surviving the various cuts to
education and community services
through the Kennett era, 300 students
came together in 2001 at the Paving
the Way Conference to establish the
Victorian Secondary Students Network
and elect its ﬁrst student executive.
This Network would become what is
now known as the Victorian Student
Representative Council (VicSRC), the
peak body for students in Victoria.
This signiﬁcant development has
evolved student voice and participation
from tokenistic consultation where
students just ‘have a say’, to embedded
student voice and agency where student
voices are listened to and respected
when decisions are made about their
education.

VicSRC’s annual ﬂagship event
Congress brings together students from
all across the state to work together and
decide the key priorities of students for
the year. Students will then advocate
directly to decision-makers and make
change.
Student voice and agency has
pushed for major reform, from changes
to school expulsion approaches, to
including students in curriculum design
by having a young person on the
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority’s board, to reviewing how civics
and politics are taught in school.
Student voice has also provided a
pathway for young people to become
advocates and active citizens.
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As former VicSRC student executive member Lyss Grace
shared:
“My involvement with the VicSRC and wider YACVic
organisation began in 2015 when I attended my ﬁrst
Congress, the year that VicSRC, YACVic and YDAS pushed
for changes to school expulsions and more accessible
and inclusive education. The following year, I gathered
up the courage to run for a place on the Student Executive
Team at VicSRC so that I might connect with like-minded
students and adults. In the period between 2017-2018 I
worked on many projects including the development of
the Student Voice Hub, media appearances and assisted
with the running of the 2018 Annual Congress.”
VicSRC is now an independent organisation led by their
Student Executive Advisory Committee and adult Board of
Trustees, and continues to advance student voice in new
directions. They are highly respected in the education sector,
included in key advisory and reform groups.
The internationally recognised Teach the Teacher program
empowers students to lead collaborative conversations
with teachers and school leadership on issues happening at
school. In doing so, students and teachers work together to
develop processes and solutions to improve student-teacher
relationships.

System change
Importantly, student voice has not only eﬀected change in
schools, but also at the broader systems level.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, VicSRC has been front
and centre in giving students a platform to advocate directly to
the Victorian Deputy Premier
and Minister for Education
James Merlino to secure
clearer
communication
with students and mental
health days.
With the rise of School
Strike 4 Climate in response
to the existential threat
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of climate change, and the massive groundswell of support
on issues like consent by young advocates like Grace Tame,
students will continue to play a driving force for positive
change in education and the wider world.
Thomas Feng
tfeng@yacvic.org.au
Thomas Feng is the Media and Communications Manager
of YACVic. This article also featured contributions by
Lyss Grace (YACVic) and VicSRC’s Communications Coordinator Nell MacColl and CEO Nina Laitala.
YACVic congratulates and
thanks Roger Holdsworth
for his huge contribution
to developing, elevating
and amplifying student
voice
and
youth
participation in Victoria,
Australia, and around the
world.
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42 Years: Reflection from West Wyalong, NSW

From West Wyalong to across the pond
A personal and public history of 30 years of Student
Government in Australia and beyond

I

n the late 1970s, West Wyalong High School in the central west
of NSW transformed its then ineﬀective and scantly regarded SRC
(Student Representative Council) into a comprehensive school-based
structure that it rechristened as Student Government.
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This innovative program – heretofore
conﬁned to a largely unrecognised
small rural area – in time attracted the
attention of two other then new student
participation initiatives: the NSW Law
Foundation’s Youth Forum and Connect,
the Victorian-based magazine of student
participation. Both of these had begun
at the same time as the United Nations
1979 International Year of the Child and,
whereas Youth Forum lasted little more
than a decade, thanks to its innovative
and persistent editor Roger Holdsworth,
Connect has still been going strong,
though, in 2021 Roger is retiring from it,
42 years on. Its entire archive of issues is
now available online. It includes some
but not nearly all of the scores of articles,
workshop guidelines and historical
documentation written by those involved
in the numerous projects that are included
in or referred to in this resource that I’ve
compiled (see below), and previously
available in hard copy form only.
At the same time, two of the
teachers most closely associated with the
WWHS program – Les Vozzo and myself,
Charles Kingston, were in contact with
representatives of the USA-based National
Association of Secondary School
Principals (NASSP) and the founder of
its national student leadership camp
program, the late and much esteemed Dr
Earl Reum. These contacts freely shared
many of their extensive student leadership
and co-curricular activities resources with
us, resulting, over the subsequent three
decades, in many projects - including
over a dozen overseas exchanges (nine
of them full tours of Australian high
school student leaders and advisers) plus
two international student and adviser
leadership conferences: ISRC 2000 in
Sydney and ISRC 2004 in Edmonton,
Canada.
In 1980, the students of WWHS’s
Student Government applied for and
received a federally funded grant
Connect 250:

the then Schools Commission to work towards establishing a
Regional Association of Student Government (RASG) in the
Western Region of NSW. This network successfully ran numerous
senior and junior leadership camps from 1981 through to the
last, in Broken Hill, in 1987.
Amongst the other outcomes of this grant was the
publication of two major publications: Life At WWHS and
The Hitch-Hiker’s Guide To Student Government. Also in
development then was the hoped-for success of a 1985
International Year of Youth (IYY) exchange with our North
American counterparts, inclusive of contingents related to
Youth Forum and Connect. A decade later, after RASG itself had
been forced to cease its activities by the NSW Department of
Education, the impetus sparked by the second International
Principals Conference in Sydney in 1985 led to the founding of
PASTA (the Professional Association of SRC Student Teacher/
Advisers).
While strongly supported by its interstate and
international links, PASTA managed to voluntarily survive the
steady apathy of too many SRC Advisers and their schools,
as well as the antipathy of some key people within the NSW
Department of Education, to last from 1997 till 2007. Amongst
its many initiatives were the publication of professional inservice resources, nine overseas student and adviser SRC Tours
to North America, and the staging of the ﬁrst International
Student Representative Conference (ISRC 2000) in Sydney’s
Olympic year.
Through these years, we kept materials about and from
these initiatives, and I am making these publicly available now.

Like the bulk of the historical records and extensive original
material currently kept by myself or Les, as well as Overseas
Tour Advisers Ken and Sue Page – including many published
over the years in Connect, by RASG, by PASTA and by others in
Australia and abroad, most are currently in hard copy form only
and in very limited numbers.
However, since the 50th anniversary of West Wyalong
High School in 2013, I have created a PowerPoint version of these
documents with summaries of the organisations and activities
of this 30 plus year saga. This includes references to the articles,
with a few of those now also put into Word or PDF format. I’m
also producing a few hard copy albums, which include updated
items and scores of pages. Many of these, like the cross-cultural
orientation programs done for our international projects,
are still and hopefully always will be, relevant to educators
generally, to leadership initiatives particularly, and personally
to a few of those key former colleagues here and abroad with
whom I am still in touch.
A brief summary of contents appears below.
If you are interested to receive a copy, send a USB stick
with a return self-addressed and paid envelope to me at
68 Gladstone Street, West Wyalong NSW 2671, or contact
me at the e-mail address below.
Charles Kingston
Retired Teacher/SRC Adviser
Co-Founder of the Professional Association of
SRC Teacher/Advisers in Australia (1995-2007)
charlesrustyredway68@gmail.com

Student Leadership history and resources in Australia
A summary of an extensive collection of available educational materials to do with the history,
rationale and curriculum implementation of student leadership activities in NSW and beyond,
including its decades long links with North America.
“The worst part of holding the memories is not the pain... It’s the loneliness of it. Memories need to be shared.”
CONTENTS
• Student Leadership as begun in 1979 and passed
on regionally and internationally by and from staﬀ
and students of West Wyalong High School in NSW,
Australia (50th anniversary in 2013)
• Australian Student Leadership Links including
Youth Forum (a Law Foundation NSW Project 1979ca.1990) and Connect: the Magazine of Student
Participation (1979-2021)
• International SRC Links (since 1978): in memory of
Dr Earl Reum (‘The Itinerant Sorcerer’: 1931–2010)
• RASG: Regional Association of Student Government
(1981-1987)
• IYY: International Youth Year 1985, and related
student participation projects, eg SASO, Student
Futures, ATC and ACSA Conferences, second
International Principals’ Conference, NASPAC 3 & 4
• “A Tarnished Vision” and the NSW SRC’s beginnings
that followed that, including the development of the
NSW SRC
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•

PASTA: Professional Association of SRC Teacher/
Advisers (1995-2007) and Student Leadership
Curriculum and Activities Resources
PASTA’s Overseas SRC Leadership Tours (19982006)
‘It’s Not New Years Till It’s New Years in America’:
Cross-cultural tour orientation, communication and
evaluation materials, SRC related articles from past
Connect issues
‘Welcome To Australia’: First International Student
Representative Conference (ISRC: December 2000)
in Sydney NSW
‘Canada Picks Up The Challenge’: ISRC 2004 in
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
‘Well You Tell Us: Is It To Be This? ... Or This?’
‘Becoming An Aussie-Fried American’: Compiler’s
personal notes, including 2005 Connect article
‘Looking Forward: An Essay’
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42 Years: Reflection from a teacher, Vic

Agency: then, now and next
I

ﬁrst met the concept of agency in the early 90s. At the time, I was a
student of Sociology and Anthropology at Newcastle University and
agency and I just clicked. I didn’t know at the time that agency would
come to play an important role not only for my understanding of the
interactions between individuals, groups and society at large but also
in my life as an educator.
Agency as a concept within
sociology carries the potential for a
deeper understanding of how individuals
or groups experience and respond to
society. As a student of sociology, I
was shown how agency could help us
understand the behaviours of young
people growing up in conditions of social
exclusion. Punk culture was the perfect
exemplar of this.
Emerging out of and parallel with
the punk rock movement, Punk was
a decadent, exuberant and, to some,
shocking subcultural rebellion against
the polite status quo and the niceness of
the hippie movement. The extravagance
of the Punk movement made it hard
to ignore. It was a youth culture
that was most deﬁnitely in your
face, and it was quickly labelled
as troublesome and damaging.
Through Punk’s embrace of bricolage
and particularly re-appropriation
of images of innocence, young
people found a powerful, and often
very loud, voice. The equally most
celebrated and derided image of
the punk era perhaps remains that
of the Punk, clad in leather, hair
dishevelled, and the ubiquitous
nappy/safety pin as both adornment
of clothing and body piercing. In this
image, the Punk thumbs his/her nose at
symbols of innocence and declares him/
herself unsafe and unﬁt for polite society.
In this image, we see the use of bricolage
(an assortment of objects not typically
associated with one another) and reappropriation at work.
Agency helps us to understand
Punk. It was a movement that emerged
from times of oppression and denial
of agency. For many young people,
there was much to rebel against, and
feelings of disenfranchisement from the
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existing countercultural movement
of hippiedom, with its focus on love
and peace, found a new mode of
expression. The political and economic
conditions that pushed this youth into
bleak public housing estates with little
hope or promise became the catalyst
for a new subculture. Punk took feelings
of hopelessness, disconnectedness and
shame and turned all of this upside
down. As society robbed these young
people of agency, they took it back. The
denial of agency became the catalyst
for agency on steroids. With agency, the
Punk reclaims their voice, their body and
their place in the public imagination.

It was some years later that I used
the word agency within education. It
was in a meeting where the topic of
student ownership of learning was being
discussed. I had been experimenting
with Personal Passion Projects on a
small scale, and this was beginning to
gain attention. My colleagues wanted to
understand the beneﬁts of this model,
and, in responding, I referenced agency.
The response I received then became
the theme over the next few years: I
would talk about student agency, and
people would inquire, “What do you

mean by agency?” This only became
more confusing for people if I was to
mention agentic action.
But over time, agency came to be
a term used more frequently. At ﬁrst,
whenever a visiting colleague, academic
or expert would mention agency, my
colleagues would remark to the eﬀect,
“Oh, that’s Nigel’s thing”. Fortunately, this
has changed, but I still smile when I hear
the word used in a new context.
“agency”, is the ability to make
choices and direct activity based
on one’s own resourcefulness and
enterprise. This entails thinking
about the world not as something
that unfolds separate and apart
from us but as a ﬁeld of action
that we can potentially direct and
inﬂuence.” (Ritchhart, 2015 p 77)
Somewhere between then and now,
agency became a buzzword. Today it
is perfectly normal for educators to talk
about the projects they and their
schools are doing to support learner
agency. Student voice is on the
agenda and increasingly a part of our
mission and vision statements.
The rationale for this continuing
embrace of agency is multifaceted.
For some, agency connects with
beliefs about human rights. If we
attend to the notion that children
have rights, then we probably agree
that they should have agency
regarding their experience of school
and learning. Others will focus on
the role that self-determination plays
in motivating us to learn. The agentic
learner is more likely to be intrinsically
motivated towards their learning and
thus more likely to experience success.
This line of thought is also associated
with a valuing of life-long learning.
When we recognise that learning will
need to continue beyond our years of
engagement with formal education,
we also conclude that learning needs
to become a capacity that we are able
to engage with independently. The selfnavigating life-long learner is also the
agentic learner.
Connect 250:

“If nothing else, children should
leave school with a sense that if
they act, and act strategically, they
can accomplish their goals” Peter
Johnston (2004): Choice Words: How
Our Language Aﬀects Children’s
Learning

The expression of our desire for
learner agency is complicated and
revealing. Our underlying beliefs about
the value of learner agency are reﬂected
in how it is experienced in our schools.
If agency is a right, it is included most
often in a peripheral manner, parallel to the
main objectives of teaching and learning.
Maybe, students are given a voice in parts
of the decision-making process. Perhaps
there is a Student Representative Council
that addresses issues identiﬁed by the
students; maybe they share ideas with
the Principal.
In some instances agency becomes
closely aligned with attributions of
responsibility and speciﬁcally to whom
responsibility is assigned. The “grit” and
“eﬀort” movement has recruited agency
to their purposes and it is in such
instances viewed as a disposition that
the individual has control over. “You can
be your best” is the slogan that captures
this feeling. Students are expected to be
engaged and motivated, and those who
demonstrate grit and determination are
bound to succeed. But agency requires
more than sustained personal eﬀort,
is not purely determined by individual
factors and it is not distributed equally.
Agency is a product of our personal
dispositions and the contexts in which
we function. In environments that act
against our purposes, where circumstance
conspires against our will, and where
others act with their agency to limit
our self-expression, our agency will be
curtailed. If we do not address contextual
issues that impact an individual’s agency,
we risk leaving them to ﬁght an uphill
battle, while others beneﬁt from a system
that functions in their favour. Associating
success with personal expressions
of agency risks errant attributions of
responsibility for success or failure.
Associating agency with selfdetermination theory leads us towards
considerations of autonomy, purpose
and mastery. Where I am able to align the
goals of my learning with my purposes,
where I am able to learn with degrees of
autonomy or self-directedness and where
I might have access to caring supports
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that allow me to achieve mastery of new
capacities, I am more likely to engage.
A school culture that aims to achieve
such a setting might incorporate choice
and allow my voice to be expressed.
Partnerships in learning are more likely,
and power relationships will be blurred.
“Comparisons between people
whose motivation is authentic
(literally,
self-authored
or
endorsed) and those who are
merely externally controlled for
an action typically reveal that
the former, relative to the latter,
have more interest, excitement,
and conﬁdence, which in turn
is manifest both as enhanced
performance, persistence, and
creativity.” (Ryan & Deci. 2000)
Schools that genuinely commit to
agency will be targeting it at multiple
levels. They will provide opportunities for
student voice through structures such as
student councils and student surveys
and respond to the messaging they
receive. They will incorporate agency
along with student voice and choice in
the learning environment and allow it to
shape curriculum and pedagogy. They
value the beneﬁts that agency brings
to the individual now and in their future
and the positive impact it can have on
the community.
“By giving students a voice you
send the message that their ideas
and thinking are relevant to the
learning that takes place and they
begin to naturally take agency over
their learning if we hand them the
baton.” (Jennifer LaTarte, cited in
Ritchhart and Church, 2020 p 19)
Buzz words tend to lose their
impact with time, and agency could
be the next victim. Compare the
example of agency evident in the Punk
movement with how it is experienced
in many schools, and you see signs of
this phenomenon occurring. In Punk,
we see agency as acts of deﬁance, of
young people taking a strong stance
to be heard. Punk was not convenient,
was uncontrolled, uncontrived and
radically transformative. Punks were
not given agency nor handed the
baton; they took it. In schools, the
danger is that agency becomes a tool,
not for the empowerment of students
but a contemporary cage. When those
in power and those privileged by the
structures of society design systems

to empower others, we risk creating
conditions where the new systems act
primarily to maintain existing norms.
When we hand the baton to students
in the name of agency, we must be
prepared to surrender some of our power.
Agency cannot be lent.
As a concept and a cultural force,
agency exists within our school, whether
we choose to attend to it or not, and
either way, our actions or inaction will
have an impact. Each member of our
community experiences varying and
changing degrees of agency. As agentic
actors, we make choices and enact
behaviours in response to our needs,
wants and interpretations of our reality.
Within communities, our individual
agency interacts with that of others, and
these interactions play a signiﬁcant role in
shaping our community. Understanding
this and striving to make visible the
rationale and impact of the behaviours
we experience allows us to respond
deliberately.
Expanding our conception of
agency in our learning environments
might be the next step in its evolution
from seldom referenced concept to
transformative force. As we confront
complex social issues connected
inexorably to power relationships,
we need to see agency as more than
granting students a voice. When we
recognise that agency is a measure of
the degree to which an individual is able
to enact their will and achieve their goals
within the contexts that they function,
we see it also as a measure of equity
and access to social justice. We cannot
be blind to agency and claim to be
concerned about equality.
Nigel Coutts
Mentone Grammar School, Vic
ncoutts@mac.com
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42 Years: Reflection from a learning specialist, Vic

Developing student agency

I

have come comparatively late to working speciﬁcally in the student
voice, agency and participation space, a mere sixish years, as
opposed to 42. Still, in this time I have seen considerable movement
in this space, particularly in Victorian schools. I am reluctant to say
‘progress in this space’ as I think this still remains to be seen.
In 2015 I won a fellowship to Harvard
to develop curriculum and pedagogies
that would ‘empower young new citizens.’
Not wanting to go there completely blind,
I sought out local experts to provide
a heads-up on practice and the status
quo beyond my own school. Anyone I
talked to said I should get in touch with
Roger Holdsworth as he was the ‘student
voice guru’ in Australia. I did this, hoping
that Roger would have the time and
inclination to help out an enthusiastic, if
mostly ignorant, novice.
Of course, Roger has been nothing
but incredibly generous with his insights,
knowledge and time ever since. He
brought my attention to important and
ongoing questions: ‘What is agency,
is refusal agency?’ ‘Are those that have
power not only allowing voice but also
listening to that voice and acting on it?’
‘Whose voice?’
This area of education is always
about power, and it is for this reason that
I question the potential for progress.
On a policy level there have been
great strides, even over the brief time I

have been participating in this area. On a
global level, the OECD has made student
agency, and co-agency, the centre of
its Education for 2030. Whatever your
attitude towards this organisation, the
focus on agency is notable.
In Victoria, government schools
are required to make this area a focus
under the Framework for Improving
Student Outcomes (FISO) that assesses
a school’s success, with FISO 2.0 set to
embed relationships and co-design
between students and the adults they
work with in a more meaningful way.
The VicSRC has the ear of the Education
Minister, who listens and acts on what
these students are saying.
Despite this progress in policy, the
story of schools and the classroom is
more complex.
I am a Learning Specialist in
Student Agency at my school. This
means my primary role is to help
teachers develop student agency in
their classrooms. What has become
evident in my work is how quickly this
becomes a conversation about trust.

How much do teachers trust their
students? How much do teachers think
their students trust them? If teachers ‘give
up control’, what chaos could ensue?
In my own teaching practice,
particularly given my role, I have made
it axiomatic to trust my students. I have
tried to allow them as much agency
as is institutionally possible. I am often
silently dismayed by the looks from
students when they are oﬀered voice and
agency, ranging from a sense of wonder
and appreciation at the novelty of this
oﬀering, to complete baﬄement because
this is not what school is about.
I have learnt, too, that as much as
I can oﬀer this in my own classroom, it
needs to be a system-wide approach,
embedded in every aspect of school
life. This requires what Priestly, Biesta
and Robinson (2015)* call an ‘ecological
approach,’ where agency is understood
in respect of the cultures and structures
of schooling.
This also means that teachers, as
well as students, have agency, which can
challenge some student voice practices
that are being used as additional
surveillance and assessment of teachers.
This means students have power,
and teachers have power, and school
administrators have power. And they
work together, in their own cultures,
co-creating the education of young
people. This model, then, does not lend
itself to standardisation. Such a lack of
standardisation may conﬂict with policy
that attempts pervasion.
And so, it returns to the same
questions: ‘What is agency; is refusal
agency?’ ‘Are those that have power not
only allowing voice but also listening
to that voice and acting on it?’ ‘Whose
voice?’
Adam Brodie-McKenzie
Learning Specialist Student Agency
The University High School
adam.brodie-mckenzie@education.vic.gov.au
* Priestly, Biesta and Robinson (2015) Teacher
agency: an ecological approach. London:
Bloomsbury.
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42 Years: Reflection from a teacher and ex-student, Vic

In 1982 ...

I

n 1982, the notion of a student being a full member of a School Council was
uncommon. In my personal experience, it was a natural aspect of the way the
school I attended in Year 7 that year operated - that was Lynall Hall Community
School, then in a rented church hall in Brunswick in Melbourne’s inner north.
Students
not
only
actively
participated in the decision making of
the school, but it was considered an
expectation of being a member of the
school community. Others more skilled
than I (including Roger) have written
about the strengths and challenges
of consensus-based whole school
meetings, which was the way in which
we were trying to operate. What that
aspect of my education engendered in
me, however, was an expectation that
people had a right to participate and have
their voices heard, and a responsibility to
ensure other people were also able to
take up that right.
I held an inherent assumption that
this position of students being equal
participants would be shared in other
institutions (notwithstanding a number
of times I and other students may have
been patronised in public consultation
processes), and I took this assumption
with me to a larger, less progressive
school in the late 80s, and was both
bemused and somewhat taken aback
that the structures and culture of student
participation did not yet exist (although
there were some following my time as a
student there).
Now here I am back at Lynall Hall,
this time as a teacher and Acting Assistant
Principal. In thinking over the last 42 years,
or in my case, the last 39, on a personal
level it is diﬃcult for me to frame my
reﬂections on other than the inﬂuence
for me of Roger’s work, and his impact
on me as a young person who knew no
other way than to be generally respected
by most adults. This extended from the
bounds of the school grounds, and into
the broader world through the joys of
student and community radio providing
a ﬁgurative and literal voice for young
people.
During the latter part of my career
prior to teaching, Roger re-emerged in
my life, but only as a distant ﬁgure, as
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he worked with my colleagues who
led initiatives in relation to youth
participation. And then, in real life we
met following one of his lectures to preservice teachers - of which I was one. I
had not anticipated he would remember
me, but of course it is totally in keeping
with who Roger is that he did.
In the intervening decades since
my time as a secondary student at Lynall
Hall, countless communities have fought
for, and continue to ﬁght for a right to
have a seat at the table and a voice that
is heard, validated and valued. And
there is still much work to do from here
in relation to student participation.

Having only been teaching in schools in
the past eight years or so, I reﬂect though
on the diﬀerences between the time then
and now.
What then felt like ‘revolution’ is
now almost a little pedestrian: secondary
School Councils are now required (by
Ministerial Order) to include student
members;
student
representatives’
bodies commonly aﬀect change not
only at a school level but at statewide
curriculum, policy and Parliamentary
levels; and schools’ concrete actions in
relation to student voice and agency
are incorporated into strategic planning
and accountability processes.
Hard
fought and hard won; after 42 years of
(r)evolution, we should expect no less.
Sascha Surgey
Lynall Hall Community School
sascha.surgey@education.vic.gov.au
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42 Years: Reflection from policy writer/academic, Vic

A blast from the past:

student participation in Victorian public schools in the 1980s

T

hinking back to the 1980s in Victorian Education Department
schools, student participation was built up as a partnership of
students with teachers and parents. Participatory decision-making,
involving all three groups, was enshrined in new policy, particularly
through six major Ministerial Papers covering:
1.

Decision Making in Victorian
Education
2. The School Improvement Plan
3. The State Board of Education
4. School Councils
5. Regional Boards of Education
6. Curriculum Development and
Planning in Victoria
This was a big shift for the 2200
public schools of the state, which
included primary, technical, high
schools, combinations of these, the
Correspondence School and special
schools. The goal of these Papers was to
locate major decisions as close to those
aﬀected by the decisions as possible,
with the central Department providing
frameworks for action, the regional oﬃces
providing support for schools and Boards
where feedback across levels could
circulate to inform decisions.
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Coming from teaching and
research background in Technical
Schools, I co-coordinated the School
Improvement Plan (SIP), alongside a
School Council activist, Ruth Hoadley.
SIP was established to assist all schools
to take up new responsibilities for
planning how they would improve their
education – particularly how they would
build collaboration among teachers,
parents and students in building
cycles of participatory evaluation and
planning.
To start the process across the
state, we started with workshops on
participatory evaluation. Our overhead
transparencies – way before powerpoints! – got a real workout, from East
Gippsland to Mildura to Warrnambool.
Sometimes we worked with teams from
a cluster of schools (students, teachers,
parents, principals); sometimes across
whole regions; sometimes with single
groups such as parents or students. The
goal was to learn to talk together, to
plan together, to make judgements on
priority areas for action, and to evaluate
how students could better engage with
their learning.
Out of this work, we wrote up
a practical booklet on School SelfEvaluation (Brennan & Hoadley,
1984) to share the ideas on strategies
for identifying priorities, for deep
conversations where everyone could
participate and make judgements about
next steps.
There was funding to support
schools who could choose when
to participate in this process. Some
preferred to build up their local capacity
to work together; others used their
funding precisely to build up their
capacity to collaborate during the

process of undertaking their actionresearch. Participatory teams reported
on their process and ﬁndings to other
schools in their region or cluster. They
also gave feedback to their regional SIP
committee, especially on how the school
system could better support them and
their students’ needs.
We did not expect that it would
be easy to build dialogue and informed
decision making across the diﬀerent
groups.
In particular, we were concerned
that adults (parents, teachers, principals,
Education Department oﬃcers) might
tend to marginalise children and young
people or speak on their behalf, or that
parents would suggest that decisions
should be left to teachers and their
expertise. As Paper 6 (Curriculum, 5.6)
made clear:
“the sorting out of the various
roles and responsibilities of
parents, students, teaching staﬀ
and other community members
may take some time .... Consensus
about curriculum policy and its
implementation is likely to grow
best out of ongoing discussion
and negotiation between all the
parties concerned”.

Connect 250:

We collected up good examples of young people’s
contributions and shared them through a clearinghouse of
materials.
I remember some Prep and Grade 1 pictures drawn
to suggest what rules the school needed. DO NOT SPIT, for
example, was shown with a big green gorby and kids slipping
on it – they couldn’t ﬁnd a ‘positive’ way to say this. Grade 5
students redesigned their playground so that diﬀerent groups
would feel safe and drew up scale models to accompany their
presentation to School Council. Years 5 and 6 students worked
with Years 7 and 8 students and their teachers to recommend
changes to the visits and transition programs between primary
and secondary school. These few memorable examples arose
from participatory evaluation about barriers to learning that
were identiﬁed through real dialogue that involved students,
parents, teachers and their school leadership and School
Councils.
Yes, real student participation and collaboration with
parents and teachers did happen: in curriculum, in decisionmaking and in contributing to feedback beyond the school.
Yes, some schools and their communities did it better
than others.

Having statewide policies that supported these changes
made it signiﬁcantly easier to gain support services and
convince all the parties to go down the path of collaboration,
including students as key partners. However, later changes
of government policy, including the restriction of parent and
student members on School Councils, towards a more topdown centralised system of control, made it diﬃcult to sustain
this emphasis on participatory evaluation, planning and
decision-making at the school level.
Recent examples of students’ active voice – for example
on climate change – illustrate not only that the potential for
such work still exists (Taylor et al. 2020; Brennan, Mayes & Zipin,
2021) but that relying on the expertise of young people can
build towards diﬀerent futures – for schools and for a more
democratic society.
Marie Brennan
University of South Australia
marie.brennan@unisa.edu.au

Illustrations from Yoland Wadsworth, What is participatory Action Research
(1998): http://www.aral.com.au/ari/p-ywadsworth98.html
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42 Years: Reflection from teacher/policy writer, Vic

Turning the tide & tuning in:

a brighter future for student voice and agency

D

espite the tumultuous nature of the past two years and the
ongoing adapting to circumstance that is necessary in the COVID
age, education – or rather the future of education – is now perched
upon a precipice of possibility.
We’ve borne witness to a broad
spectrum of change and challenge; it
hasn’t been easy. No one’s life has been
spared the impact of COVID-19 in one
way or another; however, those who have
tried to teach or tried to learn during this
period understand the acute diﬃculties
of this undertaking.
Some students (and teachers)
have thrived with the new conditions, a
growing sense of conﬁdence brewing
in those now able to share their voices
more freely in this unique classroom
environment. Others have battled with
the loss of connection and structure,
opting to turn screens oﬀ or at times
not joining the call at all; these voices
are arguably some of the loudest cries
that have emerged in recent months.
But it is these cries that are the start of an
educational awakening.
This period has enhanced our
student voice and agency literacy.
We’ve come to understand how much
meaning can be conveyed by a blank
screen. We’ve started to move beyond
the textbook deﬁnitions and
pockets of best practice that
have peppered the past few
years, and commenced our
new direction to a future where
student voice and agency is
the starting point of innovation
and not just the end.
We’ve
pivoted
our
practice and gained a better
understanding of the diﬀerences
between personalising and
diﬀerentiating teaching and
learning.
Our partnerships are
growing, and not just between
teachers and students. Decision
makers are tuning in and not
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just recognising that young voices exist,
but truly listening to what they are
saying.
This is being reﬂected in new
educational policies that seek to amplify
the voices of students and provide
structures that support their ongoing
empowerment in all spaces, not just in
the bricks and mortar classroom.
So too in the classroom and
broader school collective is this change
and prioritisation being felt. Countless
schools now have dedicated leaders of
student voice and agency, robust student
leadership committees, specialised
units of work targeted at teaching the
emotional awareness required for active
student empowerment and a broad
culture of co-design is on the rise across
education more broadly.
We must feel emboldened by
this shift, imbued by the tangible
opportunities that are being advocated
far more ﬁercely than ever before.
No, this is not uncharted territory
awash with the ﬁrst discovery of the

transformative inﬂuence of voice and
agency on student outcomes, but it is a
turning point. Much like the pandemic
was a turning point for the global stage,
this present time is also one for the history
books.
We are amassing a broader spectrum
of recruits; the teachers tipping the status
quo in their classrooms; the students
leading the charge for change in their
learning and also in their futures; the
academics who continue to commit to
the exploration of this pedagogy; the
organisations ﬁlling voids and building
foundational skills for change; and the
policy writers who are committing
to formalising these practices and
processes.
We are all essential elements in
ensuring that the future path of education
is one of ongoing growth. We mustn’t
squander the springboard that we were
forced to leap from last year. Though
unlike the last 18 or so months, the future
is diﬀerent; we aren’t leaping blindly and
hoping for the best; we’re leaping with
purpose and deciding where to land
next.
Brodie Andersen
Victorian Department of Education and Training
brodie.andersen@education.vic.gov.au

Connect 250:

42 Years: Reflection from school leader, Vic

Have you got anything for Connect?
S

eeing those words in the subject column of my email inbox every
few months used to ﬁll me with dread. Usually it was because
I had run into Roger recently at some meeting or event and shared
with him the latest piece of work I was doing – either myself or with
students at school – which usually resulted in him saying: ‘That would
make a great article for Connect’ and before I knew it, I had somehow
volunteered myself into writing something.
Of course a few weeks would go
by and it wasn’t till that ‘ping’ in my
inbox jolted me into remembering to
write something that I would put pen
to paper (or in these modern times,
ﬁngers to the keyboard).

Student
My earliest memories of Roger and
Connect would be Roger coming to
my secondary school to run workshops
on student participation. Roger also
worked with my school as part of a
Department of Education program
around Student Action Teams. My
school (Karingal Park Secondary
College - now McClelland College)
worked with the local council and
other local schools to improve ‘Nat’s
Track’: a long, narrow path between
two golf courses that had been the
subject of much discussion following
the murder of local school girl, Natalie
Russell. See the article in Connect 128
(April 2001): 16-17
At around the same time, I
attended one of the National Student
Participation Conferences – NASPAC
IV – and this became the beginning
for Karingal Park to look at setting
up some form of state based student
organisation through work with Ross
Appleby. Later I met David Mould
in the same initiatives and our work
together has grown into a friendship
that has still continued to this day.
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Teacher
As a beginning teacher, I loved hearing
stories in Connect from others and used this
to shape my own teaching and projects that
I implemented at the schools I worked in.
Since about 2005, I’ve often taken on
the role of Student Leadership Coordinator
and have overseen the Student Council at
schools where I’ve worked. As an executive
member of the Victorian Institute of SRC
Teacher Advisers (VISTA) I extended this
to work to support teachers who support
Student Councils. We had a regular section
in each issue of Connect for many years,
where we shared ideas, stories, podcasts
and resources.

School leader
As a school leader, I still ﬁnd myself sharing
articles from Connect with others at my
school and beyond as a tool for practice
and change. We documented some of our
work in Connect 230 (April 2018): 6
More recently, our involvement in the
Department’s Amplify program reinforced
the value of documentation and sharing. It
involved us in workshops and also in telling

about our journey through the on-line
Amplify Toolkit, both as a video: https://
fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/
LandingPage?ObjectId=63d2fa27fa6d-4c9b-8cd6-752af867d287
and
also as a written case study: https://fuse.
education.vic.gov.au/Resource/Landin
gPage?ObjectId=545c2471-4526-4e5eb851-a66885d4f580

I’ll miss you, Connect
You’ve been a big part of my life for many
decades. I remember as a high school
student coming home to ﬁnd the latest
edition in my mailbox and later, as I got
older, it being placed in my pigeon hole
at school.
I will remember afternoons spent
at the old VicSRC Headquarters in the
YACVic boardroom on Flinders Street
folding up copies of Connect and ‘The
Student Advocate’ (VicSRC’s original
printed newsletter for schools) to send out
to schools. This more recently extended
to becoming the founding chairperson of
the VicSRC’s Board of Trustees.
I remember later spending evenings
at Roger’s house packing and heat sealing
copies of Connect into bags before they
were shipped oﬀ to the post oﬃce whilst
enjoying Pat’s amazing food creations.
But most of all, I will miss the chance
to share stories and learn from the
experiences of others.
So whilst the subject line of “Have
you got anything for Connect?” no longer
appears in my inbox, I do hope there
will be a platform in the future for us to
continue to connect to share and read
stories around student voice, agency and
participation from those at the coal face.
Scott Duncan
Assistant Principal
Lalor East Primary School
scott.duncan@laloreastps.vic.edu.au
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42 Years: Reflection from teacher, Ohio, USA

Connect and Montessori
C

onnect has been the most interesting publication I have ever
had the wonderful opportunity to meet. Thank you for sending
me the issues for all of these years. The articles in Connect teach us
and help remind us that this is how we should be raising our children
in schools and outside of schools.
I have been a Montessori
educator for 20 years and recognise
that Connect does the best job at
mirroring the Montessori philosophy
in so many ways. I know that Maria
Montessori would have been in ‘awe’
of what the many Australian students
have accomplished and how many of
the Australian educators have given
their students the opportunity to
have a voice.
Maria Montessori, who started
Montessori schools, had said the
following while thinking about the
elementary child: “Help me to help
myself” or “Help me to think and
understand for myself”.
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Also, the elementary child in
Montessori has a strong need to do
research and a need to go further in
their explorations. Their classroom
environment is not enough for them
anymore, and they have a stronger need
to go out and explore an organisation
in society. Giving the child ‘freedom’ or
‘independence’to explore within his or her
school community, and outside of his or
her school community, is very important
for the elementary guide to foster and
support in a Montessori environment.
One of our goals is to help the
children to become self-motivated
learners by presenting in ways that will
light up their imaginations and increase
curiosity.

These are parts of the Montessori
philosophy. The articles in Connect go
above and beyond this in the areas below:
•
promoting independence
•
truly listening to student voices and
taking action
•
encouraging explorations
•
supporting group participation
•
supporting
the
practice
of
interviewing
•
supporting the practice of creating
surveys
•
supporting the development of
teacher and student relationships
•
supporting the importance of
‘connections’
•
supporting the importance for a child
to be a part of his or her education
plan; gathering the child’s input
There are so many more areas to
bullet point, but these are the ones that
stick out in my mind while I read an article
from Connect. This is why Connect puts me
in an ‘awe’ state of mind.
Mary Polk
Cleveland, Ohio
mary@clevelandmontessori.org
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42 Years: Reflection from ‘geriactivist’, UK & Europe

IDECs at Summerhill from 1999 to 2021

What’s changed and what hasn’t; and what needs to change for United
Nations SDG (sustainable development goal) 4 to be realised by 2030

M

y 1999 IDEC talk was given at Summerhill when the school was
under threat from Ofsted inspectors. There had been a hostile
hatchet job inspection earlier in the year and the school had been told
to make lessons compulsory or be closed. It was an interesting situation
for me as I was an inspector, albeit part-time.
The mood at the conference was
both festive and sombre, with a strong
determination to resist, thanks to the
courage of Zoe and her husband Tony.
But a legal challenge to Ofsted had never
succeeded previously and would not be
cheap. My talk was aimed at Ofsted and
was called Biodiversity or Monoculture the Need for Alternatives and Diversity in
the School System.
I began: “...in this talk I am going to
argue that there is an emerging consensus
that schools should become signiﬁcantly
more democratic than they commonly
are if they are to eﬀectively educate for
democracy and human rights - or even
to eﬀectively educate at all in the 21st
century... I shall further argue that the
process of change required of schools is
diﬃcult to manage, poorly understood and
that a more experimental and innovative
approach is required in contrast to the
centralised prescription of recent years.”
(https://bit.ly/3adNTKn)
So what happened next and
since? Where are we now, and where
are we going? I would like to highlight
some key points in today’s talk.
First, the court case. Ofsted tried
to shut Summerhill if it did not give up
being Summerhill. They lost. Summerhill
won!!! Dear old non-coercive kid-friendly
Summerhill is still here, with more kids
than ever and able to celebrate its 100th
birthday in style. Hooray!!!! Being a part
of that was undoubtedly my most useful
work in ten years as a school inspector,
both in Ian Cunningham’s alternative
inspection team and more covertly
working directly with the defence lawyers
to identify the procedural errors in the
oﬃcial inspection. (https://bit.ly/3lgEckD)
But in some ways the school
system in England is now worse, more
prescriptive, more test-ridden, and more
coercive, while the situation is mixed
internationally.
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On the bright side are the amazing
state-funded developments from Israel
that Yaacov has told us about, such as
the new multi-pedagogic democratic
campus with Montessori/Sudbury/
Hadera model schools all on the same
site with a shared activities building,
and the proposed all-age community
learning hub in a poor part of Tel Aviv;
the new national curricula in Norway
and Finland, which oﬀer scope for selfdirection and project-based learning
even though teachers complain they
have not been equipped to manage
it; in Switzerland, 20% of curriculum
time is to be decided by the school
which can include the students; in Italy,
climate change is at the heart of the new
national curriculum. On other hand the
news from France and parts of Germany
is not encouraging.

Mission statements
We have the proliferation of school
mission statements in England and
North America. I call them the four great
school hypocrisies or lies!
Number one: ‘We prepare our
students for the workplace of the 21st
century.’ Really!? Whoever heard of a
workplace remotely like most schools:
sitting obediently in rows of desks
dressed in uniforms waiting for bells to

ring and asking for permission to go to
the toilet.
Number two: ‘We prepare our
students for democratic citizenship.’
Really!? Most schools are run as hierarchical
authoritarian dictatorships.
Number three: ‘We realise the full
potential of every student.’ Really!? Most
schools don’t even bother to ﬁnd out what
it is when they are stuﬃng heads with
standardised unwanted information.
Number four: ‘We prepare young
people for lifelong learning.’ Really!?
Many kids are put oﬀ learning for ever
by school. Those like James Mannion
who value ‘learning to learn’ have to do
battle with those who want more and
more coverage and subject content - and
learning to learn is not obviously winning,
not in England anyway.

Citizenship
In England the Education for Citizenship
curriculum came - and went. In 2000, by
chance I found myself in a position to
inﬂuence policy and, from 2001, all 1416 year olds in English state schools were
supposed to take part in ‘democratic
decision making and responsible action.’
Money was provided for research and
teacher training, new inspectors were
appointed and in as many of 25% of our
3500 secondary schools over the next
nine years it actually happened ... to some
extent at least.
Student councils appeared in
most secondary schools, though many
were tokenistic. Then again in 2002, I
had another opportunity to inﬂuence
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policy and the law was changed to allow
students to sit on school governing bodies
(School Boards). Even though they were
not allowed to vote, research showed
improved decision making when kids
were involved. (https://bit.ly/2WScz88;
https://bit.ly/3acfeg1)
But in 2010 the new Conservative
GOVErnment replaced all that experiential
stuﬀ with teaching ‘British Values’ ... we
could have a long heated discussion
about what they are!
Meanwhile, in Europe, the Council
of Europe Education for Democratic
Citizenship/Human Rights Education
project said (with a bit of help from me
– once again I found myself in the right
place at the right time): ‘if you want
young people to learn about democracy
they have to do it in school and not
just listen to teachers talk about it.’
OBESSU, the European School Students’
organisation took up the cause. In Finland,
school students themselves organised
a Demokrati i Skolan project and wrote
their own Metodbook to introduce more
self-directed learning and democracy
into Swedish speaking schools in
Helsinki. In Norway, the government
created
the
Wergeland
Centre
(https://theewc.org/) to spread the
word about school democracy across
Europe, especially in the East and the excommunist countries.
I began to understand what a meme
is when I started to hear other people
repeating things I had said at these school
democracy conferences – for example
“it’s almost impossible to stop young
humans learning – but schools manage it
somehow” (Gdansk 2013) or “when I was
at school, learning about democracy and
human rights was like reading holiday
brochures in prison” (Copenhagen 1999).

Democratic education
In the world of the democratic education
movement, IDEC grew; EUDEC and all
the little DECs were born.
Highlights of the last 20 years might
be the IDEC in Berlin in 2005 (which led to
the ﬁrst democratic schools in Germany
unless you count the Laborschule in
Bielefeld); Leipzig in 2008 (where EUDEC
was born); Puerto Rico in 2012 (where
the public school system showed great
interest and the president of the state
school teachers’ union sent Yaacov’s talk
and my talk to all state school principals);
Poland 2015; Finland in 2016 (where
hundrED was launched); Paris in 2017
(when Ramin Farhangi reached three
hundred thousand French speakers with
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his TED talk on Sudbury Valley and
Ecole Dynamique); Crete and Ukraine in
2018 and 2019 also reached out to large
numbers of state school teachers; then
the ﬁrst online IDEC in Nepal last year.
In 2016, democratic educators
(some of who are at this event – Yaacov/
Kageki) attended the Council of Europe
World Forum on Democracy Through
Education in Strasbourg, where nearly
2000 participants voted for the 20%
self-directed learning idea after Yaacov
sneaked it into his talk. We had discussed
this beforehand! I asked some of the
few who voted against it what they
objected to: “it’s not enough!!” they said.
(https://bit.ly/3FqnnM3)
The number of democratic schools
worldwide has grown rapidly over this
20 years; nobody knows quite how
many. In South Korea, the Netherlands/
France/UK/Israel (where they became
state funded). Theory developed and
needs to be developed further, as is
now happening in Eudec thanks to
Henning, and some contrasting models
of decision-making emerged, such
as majority vote vs. Sociocracy; or to
curriculum or not to curriculum; the
Sudbury model or the Summerhill
model – with the Hadera model as a
middle way perhaps.
The need for alternative teacher
education has grown as the number
of democratic schools grew. There
are interesting debates about the
role of adults and the skills required in
democratic schools. We now have more
vacancies than appropriate applicants
for democratic schools in some
countries, perhaps including England,
even though very many teachers want
to escape from oppressive state school
systems (as many as 50% in England!!).
A certain amount of de-toxiﬁcation
and de-coercive schooling is often
required though, to ready them for the
role of non-coercive non-authoritarian
facilitator.

Assessment and coercion
In most English state schools, driven
by PISA league tables and the threat
of privatisation, teachers are endlessly
assessed and students are endlessly
tested. Both are made ill by it.
Post-COVID we have punitive
‘behaviour hubs’ for young people
who have forgotten how to ‘obey’
through lockdowns: millions are spent
on behaviour management. We have a
‘behaviour management tsar’ as James
Mannion mentioned.

Government knows there is a
well-being and mental health crisis in
English schools. Their response: let’s
have more anxiety-inducing tests and
more fear-based, rigid, threatening, zerotolerance school regimes, with isolation
and exclusion for minor ‘oﬀences’. This is
supposed to make everyone feel better! It
beggars belief!!
A new phenomenon is appearing
and I am not sure whether it should
encourage or concern us.
Private
for-proﬁt
franchised
chains of schools that do actually
practice some self-directed or selfmanaged learning in to some extent
democratic contexts are appearing:
the Acton Academies or GalileoXP
for example. The ﬁrst Acton Academy
(https://www.actonacademy.org/)
outside the US has opened in Canada.
I have met the principal and liked her
very much. The ﬁrst in the UK is about
to open in Surrey: the richest county in
the country. They see the sense of our
views but, for me, lack the idealism and
concern for equality and social justice that
underpins most of the democratic school
movement. I have always defended feepaying Summerhill and Sudbury Valley
from friends struggling with poverty
in some state schools as “pioneers of
possibility”: showing us what can be
done so that it can be transferred to the
state system for all kids to beneﬁt. I have
to say that I am more comfortable when
these schools are free with state funding
available, so that all can attend who want
to - as in Israel or the De Vallei school in
the Netherlands. There are some wizards
of course, like Lucy Stephens in England,
who has pulled oﬀ free admission but
without accountability to the state, at her
ﬂourishing and delightful “New School”
in Croydon.

Inspection
I would like to say a word about inspection
regimes: how to deal with them or not.
In England Ofsted has learned a little
but not much since 1999. The independent
SIS is government licensed to inspect
private schools and it has learned rather
more, educated by Summerhill perhaps,
with which it seems to have reached an
understanding.
The best situation has developed in
the Netherlands, where the closures of
the Sudbury model De Kampagne and
De Koers schools, after a bitter court case,
led to a new dialogue with the inspectors.
In fact the newer Harderwijk Sudbury
school, sadly closed, but not by the
Connect 250:

inspectors, actually became a training school for inspectors. This
has also been successful for Bas Rosenbrand in the Netherlands
who advocates building bridges with inspectors before you
even start your school.
There are also promising signs from Flemish speaking
Belgium. I know that Yaacov’s view is that once it gets to court
you have already lost – so perhaps the Summerhill case is a
dangerous example for others. Certainly in Germany, the closure
of Ammersee School in Bavaria (https://bit.ly/3oJTOPF) is not
such a happy story and nor is the current scary situation in
France.

Research
A word about research: we need more of it.
In 2001 I wrote a report for the minister of education
in England to explore whether the few more than usually
democratic state secondary schools that were implementing
the new citizenship curriculum were getting worse or
better results because of it. It became known as ‘The
Hannam Report’ and is still available online in several
languages including German. (https://bit.ly/3lpUqbn;
https://bit.ly/3BoBjUr)
All 3500 English state secondary schools were supposed
to be giving 14-16 year olds the opportunity to engage in
‘democratic decision making and responsible action – in school
or the wider community.’ I found 20 schools with ‘democratically
opportunist’ head teachers that were really doing it well and
were involving all their students in a myriad of ways.
Their conventional results (exam results, attendance
ﬁgures, and exclusions for anti-social behaviour) were
all better than the average for schools in similar socioeconomic areas.
My ﬁndings were conﬁrmed in 2006 by the National
Foundation for Educational Research. A very large metareview of some 3000 studies by Mager and Nowak of
Innsbruck University in 2012 also endorsed my ﬁndings.
( https://bit.ly/2YvyIdb)
There is the Sudbury Valley “Pursuit of Happiness” followup of alumni from 2005. The High Scope study, also in the US
over many years, is another encouraging
story. Mcallister and Mannion’s eight
year study in England (“Fear Is The Mind
Killer”), which James presented last week,
is also important, as is the PhD work of
Charlie Moreno Romero.
All are useful. Some raise the
question of whether a 20% creative
programme that develops metacognition
and oracy in a learning skills programme
should be justiﬁed as supporting a
coercive examination structure for the
remaining 80% of time or whether it is
just the right way to do things in its own
right!? But I am a realist and you have to
start somewhere.

Fourth Industrial Revolution
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR),
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) and Robotics all
threaten to reduce the need for full-time
paid work.
November 2021

Here is what the democratic schools are good at and here
is their opportunity I believe: identity building. As full time paid
employment declines, supported by universal basic income
(UBI), those used to self-directed learning will know what they
are good at and what they want to do with their lives. They will
be able to deﬁne their own identity from within and not just as
an employee with a set of skills.
For those who still have paid work, either devising and
maintaining the technology or in human caring which cannot
be automated, employers will want soft skills: independent
and autonomous but able to be creative, to cooperate and
communicate; self-starters who are able to innovate, to show
empathy, to take initiative and responsibility ... you know the
list!
So I am arguing for 20% Self Directed time in all schools as
a start, perhaps through the creation of ‘passion departments’
where students can discover and explore their own
questions, interests and concerns. It’s my ‘modest proposal.’
(https://bit.ly/3uQyPvq)
Google already oﬀers this to its employees and some of its
most proﬁtable innovations have come from staﬀ playing with
ideas in their 20% paid but undirected time.
It is happening in some German schools and in California
with the 20T project; in pondering time in Religious Education
courses in the schools of one English county; in the new Swiss
and Norwegian national curriculums. For me it is not just to
support the other 80% (though I know it does), but as a foot
in the door for agency and autonomy and the eventual take
over of the whole curriculum. Not just to enhance test scores in
an obsolete English GCSE examination package!!

Self Directed Education
In the SDE ‘rights’ vs. the ‘instrumental’ argument, I am ﬁrmly on
the side of rights, while also supporting numeracy and literacy
for all: Viva Rights!!
There are state schools everywhere that are changing for
the better: the XP School and School 21 in the UK; Suvermai
school-within-a school in Tallinn; the Agora schools in the
Netherland, the Future Schools Alliance in Australia and
New Zealand; High tech High or the High School of the
Recording Arts and many other usually
but not necessarily charter schools
in the US - all oﬀering self-directed
learning opportunities plus democratic
governance.
Learnlife School in
Barcelona is another exciting innovation,
now also in Zurich, and soon to be in
Hamburg and Cambridge.
Books on SDE and school rights
and democracy have proliferated
recently
(https://bit.ly/2Ypk8DM/)
including mine – now free in Polish
with 200 downloads in two days. I’ll
put a link to my e-book here – only
$2.45 – 25 people have managed to
download it so far and the proceeds
will go to the festival. One person had
trouble with Smashwords so please try
Apple Books as an alternative. (“Another
Way is Possible: Becoming a Democratic
Teacher in a State School” by Derry
Hannam: https://bit.ly/3BwJvSs)
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Climate action
Around the world, young people are
getting organised and speaking for
themselves. In the UK ‘Teach the Future’
will be at COPS 26.
I have marched with these kids on
their climate change strike days and many
of them have a better understanding of
the issues and what needs to be done
than their teachers. The NEU teachers’
union admits this. There is also Pupil
Power or groups such as the Portsmouth
COPS/UNLOC city-wide council of school
students. In Europe, OBESSU and the
European Youth Council are eﬀective.
In Italy, where the national curriculum is
now built around climate change, young
people are meeting in Milan with Greta
Thunberg today (blessed by the Pope!)
In Australia, the VicSRC is ‘teaching the
teachers’. Internationally, we have Fridays
for the Future, YxY and the forthcoming
AEROx organised and delivered by young
people. UNESCO has its Youth Forum.
But ... are they heard at
international level?? To what extent
will their role at COP26 be merely
tokenistic?
I love listening to Yaacov’s optimism,
which has supported change, and not just
in Israel, beyond what you could imagine
one person achieving – for example his
major new Democratic Cities project in
the poorest part of Tel Aviv. It helps me to
set some of my own pessimism and anger
to one side. I am also inspired to have as
friends young people who I have worked
with on school democracy projects in
various countries over the last 20 years,
who are now in positions of inﬂuence
internationally.

Sustainable Development Goals
In 2015 the United Nations General
Assembly endorsed Agenda 2030
for a Sustainable World. (https://bit.
ly/3uOAnGs) It has 17 sustainable
development goals (SDGs) with 169
targets.
SDG 4 goes beyond earlier United
Nations education programmes such as
EFA (education for all) and the millennium
goals (MDGs); it requires “inclusive and
equitable quality education for all primary
and secondary age children and promotes
lifelong learning opportunities for all”
by 2030. It does not say schooling but it
does refer to education for sustainable
development and global citizenship as its
target 7.
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Unfortunately the indicators all
permit an easily tested and measured
narrow instrumentalist numeracy/
literacy approach to implementation,
with no ﬁnancial or accountability
requirements on member states.
But it cheers me up to ﬁnd young
people who were once active advocates
for democratic schools in their national
school student organisations at the heart
of these organisations and proposals.
Antonia Wulﬀ, once president of the
Swedish-speaking school students
organisation in Finland and author of
Demokrati i Skolan, now works as policy
and research director for Education
International (EI) - the international
teachers’ union organisation. In this
capacity, as a representative of a CSO
(Civil Society Organisation), she had
a hand in the creation of SDG4. She
is unhappy about the way things are
going and has edited and contributed
to a great book ‘Grading Goal Four’
(free download from https://bit.ly/
2YASmo1), which includes a chapter
(16) on the need for greater involvement
of young people internationally. This
chapter was written by Luke Shore, a
one-time English school student activist
and member of the board of OBESSU.
Only today I heard from Karoline
Myklebust, also a school democracy
advocate and alumni from the
Norwegian school students organisation
EON, who now in her thirties, is CEO of
the not-for-proﬁt Laerdal Global Health
- a Norwegian company that is central
to the delivery of SDG3 to reduce neonatal and maternal mortality worldwide;
her target is a ‘million lives saved by 2030’
- and they are over half-way there!
My own daughter Zoe (no accident
that!!) having run her own successful
company, is now sustainability/
innovations director for the multinational GANT clothing corporation
in Stockholm. She has been working
on SDG13: ‘sustainable production
and consumption’ with the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation’s Circular
Economy recycling project to reduce
the amount of textiles that end up in
landﬁll: currently 93%. Ellen is the best
known alumni of the rural secondary
school where I was vice-principal
before she became famous for sailing
single-handed around the world.
(https://bit.ly/305T4u3)

UNESCO, the UN agency responsible
for the monitoring of progress towards
SDG4, has produced its own postCOVID future of education proposals,
which EUDEC is currently responding
to. It is not the most progressive
document in the world, though it
has some good points. Gabriel will
be discussing this in the next session.
(https://bit.ly/3BmGFiT/)
Andreas Schleicher and the OECD
have done a lot of damage through their
PISA league tables – though Finland
has been an interesting anomaly! But
Schleicher and his OECD-EDU mates have
realised that the world needs more than
STEM (science, technology, engineering
and math) or even STEAM with added art.
Their new report attempting to quantify
and develop indicators for the soft skills,
the social and emotional learning and
well being is called ‘Beyond Academic
Learning’ – it is well worth looking, at even
though it ﬁlls me with a sense of ‘better
late than never’ or ‘now you tell us!!’
(https://bit.ly/3DhKpmv)

In conclusion
But I would like to ﬁnish with a piece of
seriously and perhaps epoch shaping
good news from Canada, where the
Unschooling School organisation and
the Ottawa Catholic School Board
have created the Hope Programme
– with a bit of encouragement
from my friend Richard Fransham.
(https://bit.ly/3lgeyMW)
Home schoolers and unschoolers
in Ontario will have free access to the
resources of the Board’s virtual elementary
and high school and all its physical 80
schools to take what they need rather
than accept what the system chooses to
give them. Is this the beginning of a noncoercive publicly funded state system I
wonder? Maybe this could morph into the
Community Learning Hubs providing for
all ages, that are locally based but globally
connected that many of us are groping to
imagine and realise. The kind of project
that Yaacov told us about in Tel Aviv.
Anyway – in the meantime – ‘wake
up at the back or it’s detention for you’ happy 100th birthday Summerhill – and
Paolo Freire – who would also have been
100 this week!!
Thank you for your patience!
Derry Hannam
Summerhill on-line Festival of Childhood
October 3rd 2021
derry.hannam245@gmail.com
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42 Years: Reflection from Ontario, Canada

Challenges and opportunities
facing Ontario secondary
student representation:
A Reﬂection on 20 Years of the Ontario
Student Trustees’ Association

T

he twenty-ﬁrst century has thus far been a time of student
government retrenchment and collapse. This has been evidenced
even at the postsecondary level, with notable examples being the fall
of the International Union of Students (IUS) in the early 2000s and
the United States Student Association around 2018, plus mandated
voluntary student union membership in Australia and New Zealand that
has restricted student governments’ abilities to generate revenue.1
At the secondary level, student
representation remains scattered in much
of the world, despite inroads made by the
Organising Bureau of School Students
Unions in Europe (OBESSU) that has
collaborated with the postsecondary
European Students’ Union to provide
substantial input on education policy.2

OSTA-AECO: The best hope for
Canadian secondary student
representation
In Canada, the best hope for the student
voice is the Ontario Student Trustees’
Association - l’Association des élèves
conseillers et conseillères de l’Ontario
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(OSTA-AECO), which for the past 20
years has united over two million
elementary and secondary students
through their school board student
trustees. This makes OSTA-AECO the
largest student government in Canada,
even when factoring in postsecondary
student unions.3
As student government around
the world has retrenched, the student
trustee role has begun to spread, with
British Columbia getting its ﬁrst student
trustee in the early 2010s and Nunavut
creating a system of school board-level
student representation in recent years.4
While OSTA-AECO’s contributions

have been inﬂuential since its creation
in 2000, they have been achieved in
spite of substantial legislative limitations
stemming from age-based discrimination
towards secondary students. As OSTAAECO looks to the future, it would beneﬁt
from continued eﬀorts to overcome these
barriers and build coalitions with student
governments and allied organisations in
Ontario and around the world.
There is little academic writing on
Ontario student trustees. Koller and
Schugurensky’s 2011 study focuses
mainly on the learning beneﬁts of student
trustees as individuals, but does not delve
much into these student representatives’
capacity for real political change in
Ontario education.5
However, Arjun Dhanjal’s 2016
article in Connect is perhaps the best
depiction of how student trustees and
OSTA-AECO have successfully inﬂuenced
education policy and discourse, with
detailed descriptions of the legislative
origins of student trustee positions in the
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Ontario Education Act, how OSTA-AECO operates, and student
trustee policy victories.6
Since Dhanjal’s 2016 article, OSTA-AECO has continued
to develop its advocacy capacities. Notable achievements
and victories include a detailed vision document of policy
recommendations rooted in research and OSTA-AECOadministered student surveys on topics ranging from
school board funding to increasing equity in education, an
expanding organisational focus with a report documenting
the expansion of school board student representation in other
Canadian provinces and territories, as well as a variety of oﬃcial
statements that provide student perspectives on current issues
in Ontario education.7
This piece is designed as a supplement and homage to
Dhanjal’s work, by situating student trustees within the context
of the global student movement and providing a normative
lens to explore how Ontario secondary student representation
can be further supported.

Challenge 1: Non-Binding Votes
As Dhanjal outlines, one of the greatest challenges student
trustees face is their lack of binding votes at school board
meetings or ability to move motions or attend closed sessions
on certain topics, which severely limits their ability to inﬂuence
education policy.8
The original idea of student trustees conceptualised in the
1994 For the Love of Learning report published by the Ontario
Royal Commission on Learning called for binding votes, but
this was not implemented when the idea was added to the
Ontario Education Act in the late 1990s.9 In practice, this means
that student trustees must rely on convincing adult trustees
to vote in accordance with the student voice, which is much
more diﬃcult without real voting power. One of the reasons
for this involves age limits for school board trustees and the
legal responsibility that comes with being able to vote in
school board decisions.10 Despite such added responsibilities
binding votes would entail, student trustees have nonetheless
advocated for the change.11

Challenge 2: Corporate Board Age Restrictions
Another challenge stemming from age-based limitations is
that, as secondary students, student trustees are generally
considered minors in Ontario, which limits their ability to
assemble at conferences and sit on the OSTA-AECO board of
directors, given the Ontario Not-for-proﬁt Corporations Act
and the Canada Not-for-proﬁt Corporations Act’s minimum
age requirement of 18 years of age to be a director.12 This
places substantial limitations on what student trustees can do
through OSTA-AECO and requires them to rely on adults for
assistance.
Thankfully, a creative solution was devised where adult
student trustee alumni serve as chaperones at conferences and
serve on the OSTA-AECO board of directors.13 This helps prevent
undue inﬂuence by non-student education stakeholders
on OSTA-AECO’s democratic processes and ensures an
understanding that the student trustees are the key decisionmakers within their organisation.
Another beneﬁt is that this helps ensure that institutional
knowledge is retained in the organisation through the alumni
network, which is a great asset given that student trustees
usually serve one-year terms.14 However, an exception in
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Canadian and Ontario corporate legislation speciﬁcally for
student governments may prove to be an interesting way to
ensure that student autonomy is preserved.

Challenge 3: Revenue Sources
OSTA-AECO is mainly funded by school boards that provide
annual membership and conference registration fees, which
makes OSTA-AECO’s revenue dependent on the contributions
of non-student stakeholders.15 This diﬀers from postsecondary
student unions that collect annual fees directly from students.16
The result is that while OSTA-AECO has made impressive
ﬁnancial gains over the 2010s, with its revenue increasing from
$94,957 in 2014 to $388,622 in 2019, the Queen’s University
Alma Mater Society, which has about 20,000 constituents,
generated $10,746,871 in revenue in 2019.17
While Ontario oﬀers publicly funded secondary education
and also taking into consideration the ﬁnancial limitations of
secondary students, a small annual student levy could provide
OSTA-AECO with vast resources to carry out valuable student
advocacy. For example, even if each OSTA-AECO constituent
contributed $1 per year to its operations with an option for
low-income students to opt out, this would take OSTA-AECO’s
revenue from hundreds of thousands of dollars to over a million
and reduce reliance on school boards for funding.

Challenge 4: Grassroots Outreach
OSTA-AECO is at the pinnacle of a complex electoral system
of delegates electing delegates, which can pose diﬃculties for
student trustees looking to engage with students at the grassroots
level.
Typically, secondary students elect school-level student
governments that send delegates to school board student
governments.18 While some school boards have direct elections
of student trustees, others elect student trustees via school or
Connect 250:

school board-level student governments,
adding one or more layers of separation
from students at the grassroots.19
Student trustees then attend OSTA-AECO
conferences where they vote to elect
OSTA-AECO’s leadership from amongst
themselves.20
This poses steep challenges for
student trustees looking to conduct
constituent consultations and establish
grassroots movements to enact change.
Thus, while OSTA-AECO is the largest
student government in Canada, without
direct communication to constituents and
given its funding limitations, it is unlikely
that it would be able to mobilise even a
fraction of its two million constituents for
a collective action. This disconnect may
even have contributed to the attempt
of secondary students to establish a
rival organisation, the Organisation for
Ontario Secondary Students, in 2012.21
If OSTA-AECO can overcome its
outreach challenge and make collective
actions of tens or hundreds of thousands
of its constituents a tangible possibility,
it could become an extremely powerful
force for the student voice, especially
given the precedent set by Quebec
postsecondary student activism in the
early 2010s.22

Future Opportunities
While student trustees face immense
challenges, there are opportunities in

addition to the ideas mentioned above
that could allow OSTA-AECO to make
considerable gains for the student voice
both within and beyond Ontario.
One key opportunity is that OSTAAECO can use its status as the largest
student government in Canada to gain
more input in provincial and federal
policy consultations by collaborating
with postsecondary student unions.
These alliances may help OSTA-AECO
advocate for the proliferation of student
trustees or similar systems of student
representation in the other Canadian
provinces and territories.
At the international level, OSTAAECO may be eligible for consultative
status with the United Nations
Educational, Scientiﬁc and Cultural
Organisation, as well as similar statuses
with other consultative facets of the UN
and additional international coalitions
and governing bodies, which would
allow student trustees to contribute
to global education policy discourse.
It can also join the Global Student
Government initiative, a coalition of
student governments around the world,
dedicated to creating a worldwide level
of student representation to ﬁll the gap
left by the collapse of the IUS.23
Internally, OSTA-AECO may be
able to use recent advances in digital
communications technology to address

its outreach challenges. If agreements
can be reached with school boards to
allow for an OSTA-AECO email list of its
constituents, it would have more potential
for grassroots activism and engagement.
Such a method of direct communication
could be built upon in future years to
allow for an on-line voting system, where
constituents directly elect student trustees
and OSTA-AECO leadership like those
used by other student governments.24

Conclusion
Over the past 20 years, OSTA-AECO has
done much to help Ontario secondary
and elementary students, largely being
an exception to the recent global trend of
student government retrenchment and
decline. While there are still substantial
challenges to Ontario secondary student
representation, OSTA-AECO’s future is
bright, with many exciting opportunities
for capacity building and expanding the
inﬂuence of the student voice.
Justin Patrick
President of the International Association
for Political Science Students;
External Commissioner of the University of
Toronto Graduate Students’ Union;
PhD student, University of Toronto;
2012-2013 Student Trustee of the
Algonquin and Lakeshore
Catholic District School Board
justin.patrick@mail.utoronto.ca
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Connect 250:

42 Years: Reflections from Brazil

Student voices approaches in Brazil:
Where have we come? Where are we going?

W

e come from a bottom-up assumption (Mattos, 1992) as a method to
promote underprivileged youths as agents of their own future.

When I received this call for participation, I was
working on this citation of a former primary schoolboy
who participated as a researcher in my work in his school.
They were 11 students without any hope or knowledge of
having a superior education. In their school, no students
had accomplished that until we worked there. Now he is
graduating in Psychology. He is a good example of how we
accomplished the goals of changing students’ lives.
In 2013, now as an undergraduate student, one of
those boys said: [...] “One of the most important things
I learned in research was listening, listening to each other,
listening to students...we didn’t listen to each other, now
we ask, and hear what they meant. Now, we reﬂect on
the meaning of what the other is talking about without
inducing people to say what we want. Listening is reﬂecting
on thought. It’s being able to say, understand, be able to
change. Change our reality.” (Marcello in November, 2013)
Carmen Lúcia Guimarães de Mattos
Retired Full Professor
Department of Applied Studies in Education (DEAE)
Faculty of Education (FE,
State University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

CLGMattos@gmail.com
www.clgmattos.com

‘Collaboration’ in educational research as a result of the connection
between the ethnographic approach and student voice

T

his text is part of the results of the thesis “Ethnographic image of the classroom:
metaethnography of research of the Nucleolus for Ethnography in Education
(NETEDU)”, defended in the midst of the pandemic in September 2020. It is
intended to share a part of the conclusions of the thesis concerning the concept of
“collaboration”. Therefore, it is believed that this can cooperate with new reﬂections
about the student voice approach in the teaching and learning process.
The thesis analysed results and images
of ethnographic research in the classroom of
elementary school children developed over
30 years. With this, one of the categories
that emerged from the research activities
carried out by the NETEDU research group
coordinated by Prof. Carmen de Mattos,
was the “student voice”. Therefore,
this category was the approach used in
research associated with the ethnographic
approach.
NETEDU understood that listening to
the student’s voice becomes an educational
research approach that needs to be applied
November 2021

in a constant reﬂective movement. Once,
the teaching and learning process ﬂows
into a constant transition and changes must
be seen, revised, and applied constantly
in a practical way. With this, students
and researchers perform activities in
constant collaboration both at the level of
development and at the level of presentation
of the results of the research developed.
In NETEDU, the eﬀectiveness of
the “student voice” in research activities
generated a collaborative action between
the students and the researchers. Several
research activities were carried out together

taking scientiﬁc and academic actions both
to the scope of the researched school and to
the university, including the local university
and other universities where the works were
shared through academic events in diﬀerent
formats.
Thus, it is understood that the
connection between the “student voice”
and the ethnographic approach reveals a
potential interest in the broader dimensions
of the teaching and learning process within
the school, from listening and interpreting
what students have to say and contribute.
Finally, it is believed that revealing an
ethnographic perspective associated with
listening to the voices of the main subjects
of the school – the students – highlights a
new way of doing school.
Adriane Matos de Araujo
State University of Rio de Janeiro/ Brazil
adrianematosaraujo@gmail.com
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Advocacy action in lockdown

A

fter the promise of returning to school at the beginning of the
year, 2021 has been harder than anyone could have anticipated.
With repeated lockdowns and remote learning in every term, students
began to feel that they were not being heard and that their agency in
their education was disappearing.
In the face of this, VicSRC’s Student
Executive Advisory Committee and
staﬀ wanted to take strong action. After
extended discussion, VicSRC decided to
release a statement and petition with
four recommendations from students on
what could be done to relieve pressure
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and support students’ mental health for
the rest of the year. It would make the
rest of the year more bearable, whether
a return to school was possible or not.
After garnering more than 5000
signatures on the petition, extensive
media
attention
and
ongoing

conversations with the Minister for
Education, DET and VCAA, VicSRC was
invited to a meeting with DET and VCAA
to discuss the recommendations and how
students could be better included in the
conversation. We’ve made the outcomes
of that meeting public here.
VicSRC was particularly pleased to
see that students’ recommendation of
staggered, partial return for year level
cohorts was included in the roadmap
announced only a few days later. We have
also since been part of a webinar with
VCAA answering students’ questions
live
about
Special Consideration
and Consideration of Educational
Disadvantage and we worked with them
to launch student-focused information
including a Q&A page.
We were also happy to see that the
measures announced in response to the
Royal Commission into Mental Health
report were brought forward, giving
schools access to additional support
sooner than originally planned.
In addition to all of this VicSRC also
ran Congress 2021, which was moved to
a virtual format for a second year. Despite
the change of plans, the day ran smoothly
(apart from an earthquake to make sure
we were all awake in the morning) and
conversations are ongoing around the
advocacy priorities and VicSRC’s advocacy
platform moving forward.
To hear more about the outcome
of those conversations and celebrate
the ways that student voice overcame
this diﬃcult year, you should join us for
the Student Voice Extravaganza on
Thursday 2 December! Find out more
and register now at the VicSRC website.
Connect 250:

Congress 2021 focus and discussions

W

e asked and you answered! By far the biggest
issue students have identiﬁed this year is
mental health and wellbeing - so we made that
the focus of #VicSRCongress 2021.
Our delegates talked about blue sky thinking: what would
education look like if good mental health was just as important
as physical health and academic achievement. They covered
eight focus areas including:
• student-teacher relationships;
• senior secondary;
• assessment in non-senior secondary;
• inclusion;
• consent education;
• school timetabling and structure;
• teaching and learning; and
• family and community engagement.
We’re excited to share some of those conversations with
you as we keep working on them and build our advocacy
priorities for the next year! Stay tuned!

November 2021
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Student-led Civics and Citizenship
Education classroom resources

C

ivics and Citizenship learning and teaching resources have been
co-created by Victorian students, for students - through the
VicSRC in collaboration with the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority (VCAA). These student-led resources include videos, resource
booklets, activities and worksheets for students and a teacher guide.
The activities and worksheets oﬀer opportunities for students to apply
their learning and take action in their schools and communities.
The resources focus on ﬁve topics:
voting, active participation, citizenship,
policy, and the media’s inﬂuence on the
political environment. There are videos
of students interviewing experts and
other students about their views and
experiences.
The process began at a 2019 VicSRC
Congress where students voted Politics
101 as one of their top action priorities.
The students wanted to develop resources
that reﬂected what they needed to know
to help them to become active and
informed citizens. The state government
responded by allocating funding to enable
students to lead this development.
Over the past two years, the VicSRC
has facilitated students to lead the
development of learning tools that will be
used by students from years 3 to 10. The
VicSRC formed a Civics and Citizenship
Student Working Group, and these
students collaborated with the VCAA in
an example of student voice and agency
in action.

A recent article by Adam Carey
in The Age (https://www.theage.com.
au/national/victoria/students-takeaction-with-overhaul-of-civics-andcitizenship-lessons-20211104-p595v9.
html) reported on the process under
the heading: Students ‘take action’ with
overhaul of civics and citizenship lessons.
This article quoted Ahelee Rahman,
one of the working group students, who
said that students who worked on the
project had set out to create materials
that would cut through many students’
sense that politics is irrelevant. “In our
generation there is a bit of a disconnect
with politics and people thinking that
it might be a bit boring or not very
relevant,” she said.
Another working group student,
Rumaan Baryalai, said: “We are proud
of the work we have done and feel that
this is an important project. We believe
that young people’s understanding
and passion for civics and citizenship is
critical to the future of our communities.

We hope that these resources inspire your
students to take action in their school and
community.”
Education Minister James Merlino
said the new resources would ensure
Victoria’s education system produced
informed and passionate young people.
“I’m excited to see schools implementing
the new interactive resources, helping
students become better active participants
in all aspects of society,” he said.
You can ﬁnd these resources
at:
https://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/
curriculum/foundation-10/resources/
civics-and-citizenship/Pages/StudentledCivicsandCitizenshipResources.
aspx
Also, you can watch a video from
that link: About these resources to ﬁnd
out more about the process of their
development, from the students who
helped to create them.

Teacher Guide
In addition, there is a Teacher Guide to
support the implementation of studentled civics and citizenship activities. It
shows how the resources are aligned
to the Victorian Curriculum Civics and
Citizenship Levels 3–10. It also explains
the meaning of student voice, agency
and leadership, and contains links to
additional resources.

Student mental health support pledge

E

arlier this year, VicSRC declared a mental health
crisis for students - and we’re well aware it
extends beyond young people to aﬀect everyone in
schools and the wider education system.
As we work together to get through the ongoing
pandemic and the aftermath of last year’s extended lockdown
students have told us what they need.
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We ask schools to take the Student Mental Health
Support Pledge.
To sign the pledge, simply ﬁll in the form that can be
found at:
https://www.vicsrc.org.au/pledge
Schools who have signed the pledge will be displayed so
that their students know they are being heard and supported.
Connect 250:

VicSRC’s Student Executive Advisory Committee 2021-22!

Congratulations to the 2021-22 Student Executive who were elected by their peers: Aakriti, Charlotte,
Derrick, Evonne, Gitaanjali, Jasmine, Joseph, Linh, Lucas, Maddi, Mila, Sienna, Thanh, Tiﬀany and Will
Full introduction are on the VicSRC website: https://www.vicsrc.org.au/about/executive-committee

Are you a school student in Victoria?
Become a member of the VicSRC Student Community!
FREE for Victorian school students!
As a member of the VicSRC Student Community, you get discounts and links to
news and resources.
You belong to a statewide network, and vote to choose the VicSRC Executive

Join @ https://bit.ly/2FDrg5m
November 2021
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“The Student Voice Hub is a place
where teachers, students and
principals can all come together to
collaborate, get resources and talk to
people and know what’s happening
in other schools around the state in
regards to student voice.”

We don’t make change alone
All across Victoria, schools are taking the next steps
on their individual student voice journeys, but you
don’t have to do it alone. VicSRC Partner Schools
are part of a network of schools across Victoria that
are working hard to empower students as partners
in learning through voice, agency and leadership.

Step up, spark change
Student voice, agency and leadership has been
a priority in the Education State since 2015 and
the VicSRC Partner Schools program supports
students, teachers and leadership to take it to the
next level.

Join the roar of student voice
We are calling on schools around Victoria to join
the growing movement, to foster a culture where
the biggest stakeholders in education can lead us
to education that is relevant, ﬂexible and inclusive.

Your student voice journey
As a VicSRC Partner School, you are not only part
of Victoria’s student-led education revolution, but
you can also access:
• A 30 minute phone consultation with the
VicSRC CEO to discuss next steps to increase
student voice, agency and leadership at your
school.
• A discount on bespoke training for your school.
• Free yearly face-to-face catch ups in each of the
four regions.
• Online teacher forums each term to discuss
challenges and opportunities.
• Monthly e-mail update with VicSRC news,
resources and opportunities in student voice,
agency and leadership.
• Early bird access to VicSRC events for students.

Join
Join now at: https://join.vicsrc.org.au/schools
and we’ll send you an invoice for your ﬁrst annual
fee ($150 + GST). Once payment has been
received, you will receive information on how to
book in your phone consultation and you’ll be
added to our mailing list for the monthly updates.
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The Student Voice Hub
is designed by young people for young people!
It is a place for students, teachers and everyone who
is passionate about the opinions and ideas of young
people. It:
•

Showcases examples of best practice through case studies

•

Connects schools and organisations passionate about
students taking action to improve their schooling
experience

•

Provides a safe space for stakeholders to discuss issues that
matter to them

•

Provides resources that support students, teachers and
school leaders to take action within their classroom, school
and organisation.

Student Membership is Free!
Student members contribute to blogs, forums and polls,
as well as access many great resources. Students shape
the future of the Student Voice Hub; be part of our
community to have a voice and create positive change.
We are working hard to make this a safe and inclusive
environment for everyone. Currently under Australian
privacy laws we require parental/guardian permission for
people under 15 to register.

https://studentvoicehub.org.au/
The Student Voice Hub
was developed by VicSRC
with support from the
Victorian Department of
Education and Training.

To sign up to the VicSRC
online e-newsletter ... visit:
http://www.vicsrc.org.au/

VicSRC Ltd receives funding support
from the Victorian Department of
Education and Training.
It can be reached on 0411 679 050
or by e-mail: info@vicsrc.org.au
Connect 250:

News and Resources

SCEAA Conference: November 25-26 On-line
Don’t miss the Social and Citizenship Education Association of Australia (SCEAA)
conference: November 25-26, 2021: on-line
Registrations still available
Conference theme:

Social and Citizenship Education in a Disrupted World:
empowering young people for these times
Full program available at: https://events.sceaa.org.au/home.html
Over 20 keynotes, workshops and papers!
Local and international keynote speakers, teacher-led workshops and student voice!
Certiﬁcates of professional learning hours available.
Registered participants can see all conference sessions live and/or gain access to all
recorded keynotes, papers and workshops via zoom recordings.
Membership of SCEAA for 2022 is included in conference registration.
Young people in Australia continue to be confronted by multiple tensions and concerns in this disrupted
world. These include the impact of the pandemic, global inequity, technological change and ongoing
racial tensions, as well as the critical need to consider Indigenous perspectives, threats to democracy and
climate change. These issues are impacting on students’ lives now and will aﬀect their futures.
The SCEAA 2021 Conference will explore how Social and Citizenship educators can empower young
people to understand the issues of these times, voice their opinions around issues aﬀecting their own
and others’ lives, and be active and informed members of their schools and communities.

November 2021
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Experience Parliament
Whether you’re interested in politics,
planting trees, law-making or baking,
your work experience placement at
the Parliament of Victoria will be an
experience you’ll remember.
On 11 October we’re calling for expressions of interest
from Victorian secondary students who are keen to take
part in our 2022 work experience program. This is a
unique opportunity to undertake a one-week placement
in either a Parliamentary Sitting or Parliamentary
Services program in Term 1 or Term 2.
If you’d like to apply, you’re invited to submit an
expression of interest form that will tell us about your
career goals, your current areas of study and what you’d
hope to get out of a work experience placement at the
Victorian Parliament.

Parliamentary Sitting placements are offered in the weeks
when Parliament is meeting (sitting) and are ideal for
students interested in politics, economics and/or legal
studies. Students will see the law-making process up
close and go behind the scenes with the staff who directly
support Parliament sittings, to get a deeper understanding
of our democratic processes.
Parliamentary Services placements are offered in both
sitting and non-sitting weeks and offer a variety of
opportunities that can be matched with a broad range of
student interests and career goals. Students will have the
option to work with staff in one of the many professional
service areas that support the day-to-day business of
Parliament. This includes human resources, learning and
development, ﬁnance, information technology, facilities
management and maintenance, community engagement,
broadcasting, and hospitality.

For full details and to submit your expression of
interest visit parliament.vic.gov.au/education

A limited number of placements are available and selections
will be based on best ﬁt with the experiences on offer. You
can submit your written responses via the expression of
interest form by the closing date, 19 November 2021.

For more detail, see: https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/education/work-experience
If you miss the deadline for this round, there will be another round of applications
in April 2022 for Term 3 & 4 placements.

Student Voice is a place for students, teachers, and parents to share and reﬂect on the ways in which young
people are being empowered to inﬂuence their own earning.

‘Student Councils and Beyond’
Online! FREE!

We’ve almost run out of print copies of the ﬁrst Connect publication:
Student Councils and Beyond (from 2005). And many of the ideas have
subsequently been reﬂected in the Represent! kit from the VicSRC
(see: https://bit.ly/3EsasYK).
So we have made all of Student Councils and Beyond
(a compilation of articles and resources from many earlier issues of
Connect) available online for FREE. It can be downloaded (as one
document or in sections) as PDFs from the Connect website. Find it at:

www.asprinworld.com/connect
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Connect 250:

Audits of Practice

T

he Audits and Tools that have been
developed over the last couple of years,
and published in Connect, are now available
online as PDFs from the Connect website:
https://bit.ly/2XVfjh1
You can download these to use with
teacher or student groups.
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2.�Listening
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3.�Responding
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This original document that outlined concepts of ‘voice’,
‘agency’ and ‘participation’ was initially published in
Connect 229, February 2018.

Listening Tool:
https://bit.ly/2rwBnTe
This reﬂective tool is about being aware of, listening to,
responding to and acting on students’ voices. It can be
used by teachers or by student representatives. It was
originally published in Connect 235, February 2019.

Audit of School Practices:
https://bit.ly/2KWjnYZ

1.�Awareness
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Student Voice, Agency, Participation:
https://bit.ly/2DhMpht

�����������

The Audit provides a comprehensive and structured
overview of practices around voice, agency and
participation at classroom and whole-school levels. It can
be used to discuss what you are already doing and what
further possibilities exist - and to determine your priorities.
It was originally published in Connect 236, April 2019.

Student Council Audit:
https://bit.ly/2DhMjX9
A similar Audit looks speciﬁcally at how well your Student
Council is operating. It is based on an earlier Audit in the
VicSRC’s Represent! kit, and this version was originally
published in Connect 237, June 2019.

Connect on facebook

C

onnect has a presence on facebook. Find us at:
http://ow.ly/L6UvW

We’ve been posting some news and links there since June 2013, to
complement and extend what you see in the online version of Connect.
It would be great if you could go there and ‘like’ us, and also watch there
for news of each Connect’s availability online - for FREE.

Student Voice Research and Practice facebook group
www.facebook.com/groups/studentvoicepage/
This open facebook group was initially established by
Professor Dana Mitra, and is now supported by the work
of academics, practitioners and students throughout the
world. It provides a valuable community of people working
and interested in the area of ‘Student Voice’ - in Australia,
USA, UK, Italy and elsewhere – as well as access to useful
resources and examples, and up-to-date information
about initiatives. You can easily log on and join the group
at the above address.
November 2021
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New ‘Schools Standing Up To Racism’ resources

T

his new resource from the Centre for Multicultural Youth (CMY) in Melbourne encourages a whole-ofschool approach, with an emphasis on actively promoting, encouraging and supporting student voices
to create meaningful and sustainable change.
It is available at:

https://www.cmy.net.au/schools-standing-up-to-racism/

All about Student Action Teams,
including some hyperlinked
mini-case studies, at:
www.asprinworld.com/student_action_teams
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Australian High School Anti-Racism Kit!

T

he Chronic Illness Peer Support (ChIPS) Program at the
Department of Adolescent Medicine, The Royal Children’s
Hospital in Melbourne has been doing some work with the HUE
consultancy group to improve our culture. They’ve supported the
development of an Anti-Racism Resource for High Schools. It’s made
by young people of colour for young people.
Australia’s ﬁrst High School
Anti-Racism Kit! is a tool kit made
by Australian high-school students, for
Australian high-school students, that
we can use to take down racism brick
by brick.
We have been supporting the
development of this project over the
last year, but you can hear from the
student creators yourself - below.
Harry Brown
ChIPS Program Manager
harry.brown@rch.org.au
www.rch.org.au/chips

M

any Australian high school students face racism, and until now, we haven’t had the resources
to ﬁght it. That’s why midway through Year 12, we made this anti-racism kit - by high school
students for high school students. This resource is fun, action-oriented and easy to use.
Check out the Kit here: https://www.antiracismkit.com.au/
We need your support! We want to get this kit into the hands of as many high school students
as possible. Can you share the kit with your networks?
This resource will equip high school students all over the country to challenge systems of
racism, and your support will help make that a reality.
Follow us on Instagram @antiracismkit to keep updated!
Jinyoung & Sabina, Australian High School Anti-Racism Kit!

November 2021
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Connect Publications: Order Form
Tax Invoice: ABN: 98 174 663 341
To:
Connect, 12 Brooke Street, Northcote

VIC 3070 Australia

Full Catalogue in
Connect #217

e-mail: r.holdsworth@unimelb.edu.au

Connect and associated publications will remain available until sold
out. Please contact us to check about availability before ordering.
Connect Publications:

normal price

Connect sale price

... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies

$30
$30
$20
$6
$6

$25
$25
$15
$5
$5

normal price

Connect sale price

$20
$20
$20
$10
$6
$6

$10
$10
$10
$5
$5
$5

Student Action Teams
Reaching High (with DVD) §
Reaching High (without DVD)
Switched On to Learning (max. of 10 copies per order)
Democracy Starts Here

Publications available from Connect:
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies
... copies

Foxﬁre 25 Years
Sometimes a Shining Moment (1 available) §
A Foxﬁre Christmas (1 available) §
Foxﬁre 9 (1 available) §
Students and Work (maximum of 10 copies per order)
SRC Pamphlets Set (2 sets available) §

$ .............
$ .............
$ .............
$ .............
$ .............

$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............
$ ............

(§ check availability before ordering)

Total for publications:

$...........

NOTE: GST not applicable - input taxed

Postage:

In Australia, add $5 per copy of publications

Outside Australia: contact us for an estimate

$...........

Payment and Mailing:
Total Payment:

$ ..........

Payment in Australian dollars please; contact Connect by e-mail to make arrangement to pay by EFT on invoice

Mailing details: send to:
Name (attention):
Organisation (school etc):
Mailing Address:
(Town/Suburb:)
(State & Postcode:)

Country:
E-mail:
Phone number:
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Connect 250:

Connections
Contributions to Connect
Anyone could submit an original article to be considered for publication in Connect provided they own the
copyright to the work being submitted or are authorised by the copyright owner or owners to submit the
article. Authors remain the initial owners of the copyrights to their works, but by successfully submitting the
article to Connect, have transferred such ownership of the published article to Connect on the understanding
that any royalties or other income from that article will be used to maintain publication of Connect.

ASPRINworld:

the Connect website!
www.asprinworld.com/connect
Connect has a website at ASPRINworld. The Connect
section of the website is slowly growing, with an index
of recent back issue contents (hyperlinked to PDFs) and
summaries of and order information for
Student Councils and Beyond, Student Action Teams,
Reaching High and Switched On to Learning.

Connect is also archived
and available electronically:

research.acer.edu.au/connect
All issues of Connect are archived through the ACER
Research Repository: ACEReSearch. Connect issues from
#1 to #250 are available for free download, and recent issues
can be searched by key terms. See the ASPRINworld site for
index details of recent issues, then link to and download the
whole issue you are interested in.

www.informit.com.au

In addition, current and recent issues of Connect are now
available on-line to libraries and others who subscribe to
RMIT’s Informit site – a site that contains databases of
many Australian publications. You can access whole issues
of Connect as well as individual articles. Costs apply, either
by a library subscription to Informit’s databases, or through
individual payments per view for articles.
Articles from Connect are also
discoverable through EBSCOhost
research databases.

www.asprinworld.com/connect
&

research.acer.edu.au/connect
November 2021

Local and International
Publications Received
Connect receives many publications directly or indirectly relevant
to youth and student participation. We can’t lend or sell these,
but if you want to look at or use them, contact us and we’ll work
something out.

Australian:
ACER Discover (ACER, Camberwell, Vic) August, September,
October 2021
Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience: Education for
Young People (AIDR, East Melbourne, Vic) September,
October 2021
NSW Advocate for Children and Young People Newsletter
(Sydney, NSW) September 2021
Professional Voice (AEU, Abbotsford, Vic) Vol 14 Issue 1 Spring
2021 - Assessment, technology and the impact of social
concerns
Schools Standing Up to Racism (Centre for Multicultural Youth,
Vic) At: https://www.cmy.net.au/schools-standing-upto-racism/
Unheard Voices: Themes emerging from studies of the
views about school engagement of young people
with high support needs in the area of mental
health (Roger Holdsworth and Michelle Blanchard)
Australian Journal of Guidance & Counselling Vol 16 No 1
2006 pp 14-28. https://doi.org/10.1375/ajgc.16.1.14
VicSRC Update ( VicSRC, North Melbourne, Vic) August,
September, October 2021

International:
Building meaning builds teens’ brains (Mary Helen
I mmordino -Yang and Douglas R K necht, USA)
Educational Leadership Vol 77 No 8 May 2020
Conceptualising Student Par ticipation in School
Decision Making: An Integrative Model (Lotem
Perry-Hazan and Anit Somech, University of Haifa, Israel)
Educational Review 2021: https://doi.org/10.1080/0013
1911.2021.1976113
UP for Learning (Vermont, USA) August, September, October,
November 2021
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42 years

1979 to 2021 ...

www.asprinworld.com/connect

Connect Online!

A

Free materials
Catalogue:
see page 44

ll issues of Connect from #1 in 1979 to #250 in 2021
(that’s 42 years!) will remain freely available online!
Thanks to the Australian Council for Educational Research
(ACER), all the issues of Connect have been scanned or uploaded into the ACER’s Research Repository: ACEReSearch.
You will continue to ﬁnd these issues of Connect at:

http://research.acer.edu.au/connect
The left-hand menu provides a pull-down menu for you to select the
issue number > browse; the front cover of the issue is displayed, and you
can simply click on the link in the main body of the page to download a
PDF of the issue. Recent issues are also searchable by key words.
Connect has always had a commitment to the sharing of ideas, stories,
approaches and resources about active student participation. We have
always been independent and totally supported by donations!

Let us know
There may be some gaps or improvements necessary. As you use this
resource, let us know what you ﬁnd. (If an issue of Connect seems to be
missing, check the issues either side, as double issues show up only as one
issue number.) If you have any ideas for improving this resource, please
let us know.

Most importantly, please USE this resource.

All copies of Connect remain
available online ... for free!

http://research.acer.edu.au/connect
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